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Abstract:
This report is a study o f the role o f colour and its use in 

machine vision. Intuitively, for low level image processing, 
colour provides greater discrimination than grey level for 
separating different homogenous regions in an image. The first 
part describes the use o f colour in edge detection. In current 
vision systems, extracting object features such as lines and arcs 
relies on edge detection. The use o f colour images (RGB) can 
offer additional confidence in the existence o f an edge element 
in one plane when it is corroborated by pixels at the location on 
one or more o f the other planes. The second part investigates 
the problems and techniques associated with colour image 
segmentation. A spectral segmentation algorithm based on 
locating the boundaries o f each colour cluster in the spectral 
space is proposed. The third part investigates the use o f colour 
features for object recognition. Colour information also 
provides a useful cue for object localisation and identification. 
The major issues that have to be addressed are colour constancy 
and representation, and also, their connections to segmentation. 
Finally, a system for locating object surfaces based on a 
simplified colour constancy and its colour representation is 
proposed.
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Chapter 1 
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~Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The motivation for employing colour in a machine vision system is commonly 
based on the following reasons:

• Colour provides a larger discriminant space:

A grey level image consists of the achromatic information, where each 
pixel is represented by a single attribute. Colour adds chromatic 
information, and each pixel is represented by several attributes, forming a 
larger attribute space.

• Colour provides a stable cue for object localisation [ODE99] and is one of 
the intrinsic features for object identification:

The colour information of an object’s surface is local and can be directly 
obtained from the pixel values, hence the quality of colour cues is distorted 
less in comparison with geometric cues for changes of viewpoint and 
reduction of resolution of the images.

Although it is the fact that colour provides an important attribute of an object, 
there are many difficulties associated with the use of colour to aid the object 
recognition. These difficulties can be divided into two categories. One is 
related to the extraction of geometrical features from the image, and the other 
is related to the extraction and representation of colour features of the surface.

One of the common tasks in machine vision is object recognition. The goals 
are the identification of an object at a known location or the localisation of an 
known object. In order to identify an object at the known location, two sets of 
data are required: one is the object's features, extracted from the image; the 
other is the model feature of an object, the features of which describe an 
object. An identification is verified if the extracted features well match to a set 
of features of an object model under some pre-defined criterion. Therefore 
feature extraction and representation plays an important role in the overall 
identification process. Object features can be generally divided into two types: 
geometric features and surface features; e.g. colour or texture.
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Geometric features are commonly extracted by edge detection or other 
segmentation methods. Edge detection is used to detect discontinuities in the 
image space. Segmentation partitions the image into a set of homogenous 
regions. Where the use of colour information has been studied previously, 
methods focused on building a colour extension to the existing grey-level 
image processing techniques. For example, in edge detection, Nevatia [Nev77] 
has extended the Hueckel operator to colour images, and found that the 
resulting image is visually better. However, there is lack of any quantitative 
comparison between the performance of the grey-level and colour edge 
detection. For segmentation, Ohta [Oht85] extended the histogram 
thresholding technique to cope with colour images, to obtain the colour 
features of the surface, yielding closed boundaries. The use of colour in 
segmentation can provide a greater discrimination, but the additional features 
will increase the complexity of the task.

There are two steps in extraction; first segmentation of the image and then 
obtaining an accurate description of the segmented regions (surfaces). For the 
segmentation step, the difficulties associated with the use of colour images is 
the complexity of high dimensional data. It seems straight forward to measure 
the colour of a region by measuring the colour value of each pixel within the 
region. However, the pixel values are a function of the reflected light from the 
surface, formed from the product of the spectrum of the surface reflectance and 
the ambient light impinging on it. If the ambient light varies, the sensed pixel 
values will change accordingly. Such an unreliable measure of the colour 
feature of any object may result in mis-identification or incorrect localisation. 
It is desirable to have a mechanism that would enable the machine vision 
system to adapt to the effect of the changes of the ambient light. This 
mechanism is commonly called colour constancy and has been widely studied 
by the researchers investigating human vision. Another issue is that if colour 
features are used in object identification, what is an appropriate representation 
for the colour surfaces in order to use it for storing colour information and 
identification.

This thesis addresses issues mentioned in the last two paragraphs associated 
with the use of colour in extracting geometric and colour features of an object. 
It is divided into four main topics: use of colour in edge detection, 
segmentation of colour images, colour constancy and colour information 
representation. Those are the key topics in constructing modules of a machine 
vision system using colour.
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1.2 Objectives

There is not a general architecture for a machine vision system and the general 
vision task has not been defined. An example of a colour machine vision 
system can be seen in figure 1.0, where processing modules provide colour 
constancy, edge detection, colour segmentation, and object identification. A 
colour database supports several of the processing modules, in order to provide 
colour reference information.

This thesis is an attempt to illustrate some of the problems associated with 
using colour and experiments with some possible solutions. In particular, it 
will consider the use of colour for segmentation.

An attempt is made to establish a quantitative measure for comparison of the 
performance of a colour and a grey level edge detector. This measure is based 
on the difference between the strength of the grey-level and the colour edgel. 
Previous researchers on the use of colour in edge detection, have concluded 
that most of colour edgels are correlated in three colour planes. An approach 
to combine edges based on the correlation among the three colour planes is 
considered. Thus, a measure is needed for evaluating the suitability of such a 
combination method.

Obtaining the boundaries of an object by partitioning the image into a set of 
regions is studied. The methods used in this thesis are based on segmenting the 
colour space, such that the colours from a homogenous region should have 
pixels of similar colour based on their closeness in colour space. Two 
approaches for the segmentation of colour space are considered: one signal- 
based and one model-based segmentation. The signal-based approach 
considers the image as a set of random data. This technique will exploit the 
assumption that each subset of colours is distributed in a unimodal manner, 
with the use of a merging method to group the colours accordingly. The 
model-based approach considers the image colours corresponding to the 
colours in a database, that contains the modelled colours of certain object 
surfaces. A measure is required to define the similarity between an image 
colour and a model colour.

1-4
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Figure 1.0 Example of a colour machine vision system for object 
identification.

Issues associated with the extraction of colour (surface) features are: Colour 
constancy and colour information representation.

It is desirable to have a machine vision system equipped with a colour 
constancy algorithm to adapt to different lighting conditions. Because changes 
of lighting result in changes of the measured colour of the observed surfaces, a 
review of existing colour constancy algorithms is made to identify common 
features. A colour constancy algorithm based on these common features will 
be developed.

One important issue in object recognition is the representation of features for 
identification. In this report, an investigation is made to find common features 
in different colour information representations for the object or colour 
recognition system.
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1.3 Outline

This report is organised as self-contained chapters. The reader can read each 
one independently; in general, all of them contain relevant background 
knowledge. Additionally, chapter 2 provides a more general background on the 
use of colour in machine vision such as image formation, colour co-ordination 
systems, colour information representation and the proposed colour database 
which is exploited in chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 2 introduces the image formation, colour co-ordination system and 
reviews previous research into the uses of colour in machine vision, from low 
level image processing to colour object or surface recognition. Section 2.3 
demonstrates two common features that can be found in the representation of 
colour surfaces for object recognition or inspection. A proposed representation 
of a colour surface can be seen in section 2.4 and is called 'memory colour'. 
This is a key part in this report because the colour segmentation and the colour 
constancy algorithm are based on the use of 'memory colour'. Finally a new 
data structure called the Colour Information LookUp Table (CILUT) is used to 
accommodate the 'memory colour'.

Chapter 3 introduces the evolutionary development of a colour edge detector , 
high-lighting the difference between the performance of a colour and a grey 
level edge detector, the corroboration of an edgel in three colour planes and the 
method of combining colour edgels. A quantitative measure of this difference 
is defined in section 3.3. A mathematical and statistical approach is used to 
investigate whether there is any significant performance difference, and these 
results can be seen in section 3.3.3. Based on the conclusions from previous 
research on colour edge detection and the observation of my own experiments, 
it found that the edgel from three colour planes are highly correlated at the 
same and neighbouring locations. A method combining colour edgels is 
proposed and described in section 3.4. Finally, a set of experiments are carried 
out to evaluate the performance of this method and the results can be seen in 
section 3.4.2.

Chapter 4 introduces some alternative approaches for colour image 
segmentation. The segmentation of a colour image based on segmenting the 
colour space is studied extensively. An algorithm for signal-based 
segmentation is constructed and based on the assumption that each subset of
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colours is distributed in a unimodal manner in colour space. Details of the 
algorithm and its resulting segmentation are described in section 4.4-6 and 4.8 
respectively. A model-driven segmentation based on the classification of 
image colours with a set of modelled colours from the database is also 
described. This database is constructed to accommodate the 'memory colour' 
which is described in chapter 2. The detail of the algorithm and the 
experimental results are described in section 4.7 and 4.9 respectively.

Chapter 5 introduces the problem of colour constancy, and is divided into two 
parts: the first considers what form of transformation is used in the algorithm 
to discount the effect of the illuminant (the transformation of colour 
constancy); secondly, how the parameters of the desired transformation are 
computed (the algorithm of colour constancy). Following a review of some 
existing algorithms, it is shown how they can be incorporated into 'memory 
colour'. A detailed illustration of the use of 'memory colour' in some existing 
algorithms is described in section 5.3. A proposed algorithm can be seen in 
section 5.4. It is a colour matching algorithm, because the algorithm generates 
a match between the observed colours and the 'memory colours' and then 
calculates the required transformation for that match. The results in section 5.7 
show the algorithm performing effectively and accurately on the test images.

Finally conclusions are made in chapter 6 together with some suggestions of 
further work on colour edge detection and colour constancy.
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Chapter 2 
Colour Information

"...For if  we are capable of knowing what is where in 
the world, our brains must somehow be capable of 
representing this information-  in all its profusion of 
COLOUR... ”

David Marr 1982

Abstract:
This chapter provides the background o f  the use o f  colour in low and 
high level vision. Concepts from image formation to the colour 
database are introduced. Different colour spaces and their use in 
vision systems will be explained. On the review o f colour object 
recognition, colour provides a stable cue fo r  localisation and is a 
generic feature fo r  identification. Therefore, what is the necessary 
colour information that should be included in any system that is to 
cope with various vision tasks? A colour database is introduced, 
which is a data structure based on a lookup table and the element 
within the structure is called colour memory. The colour database is 
exploited in the work described in chapters 4 & 5.
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into two parts: first to study different colour 
representations and their use in machine vision; second to study the use of 
colour information in high level vision, such as colour recognition.

In the past few decades, research on the use of colour in machine vision has 
mostly concentrated on the use of different colour systems for pixel 
representation. The purpose is to evaluate certain colour features for their 
suitability to some low level image processing, such as edge detection or 
region segmentation. Most of the approaches are based on statistical and 
empirical methods, since the image data is considered as a set of patterns. 
The trichromatic representation (red, green and blue) is most commonly 
used to aid the understanding of physical properties of the surface reflection 
and illumination, because it is directly related to the physical process of 
image formation. The various colour systems are described in section 2.2.1- 
7.

Colour information is a useful attribute of objects for object recognition, 
because it is invariant to object pose. Also the geometrical information 
present in an image or a sequence of images may not be sufficient or 
accurate enough for object localisation and identification, due to the 
inadequacy of the information, which is caused by the presence of noise, 
inconsistent viewing orientation and occlusion. Extraction of geometrical 
information from images requires operations such as region segmentation, 
edge detection, edge linking, etc. On the other hand, colour information of 
regions can be directly extracted from the pixels, because colour values of 
the pixels directly reflect the physical properties of the surface at that 
location. Whether the recognition of an object is based on geometrical or 
colour information, there must be some kind of knowledge-base or database 
in the system, which contains the information about the object.

The question arises: what is sufficient colour information in the database 
and image required to accomplish the task of recognition. There are two 
common and essential features that can be found in colour (surface) 
information for object or colour recognition in the literature. Section 2.3
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overviews the features that have been used by various researchers. For the 
work described here, a generic colour information for each surface colour is 
proposed and named memory colour>. Also a data structure called the 
colour information lookup table (CILUT) which will accommodate the 
two basic parts of memory colour is proposed for increasing the efficiency 
of the manipulation of the colour information. Moreover the memory colour 
is exploited in conjunction with a colour image segmentation and a colour 
constancy algorithm, which are described in chapters 4 and 5 respectively. 1

1 The name is originated by Hering 1874 and is used in human vision.
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2.2 Image Formation

Thomas Young's theory1 provided the foundation for the formation of 
colour images. Any visible colour within the spectrum can be reproduced 
by a mixture of three principal colour lights with appropriate intensities. It 
has been determined that certain wavelengths of red, green and blue, when 
combined with each other in various intensities will produce a wider range 
of colours than any other combination of three colours. These colours are 
thus referred to as the primary colours.

Acquisition of a colour image is based on this tristimulus system that 
contains three sensors, which respond to three different spectral bands. The 
formation of an image from the light impinging on a surface to the sensor in 
the camera is shown below (in figure 2.1). The interaction between 
illumination, surface reflectance and sensors is shown in eqn. 2.1-3 where 
r, g and b are the measurements obtained at each location in the image. 
Technically, the sensor responses to different colour bands can be achieved 
by using filters to separate into different bands of wavelengths. Figure 2.2 
shows the transmittance of three common filters.

1 Details can be found in any book on colour or colour theory, e .g  [Gra86]
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E(A) is thespectralpowerdistributbnof theambientilluminatbn 
S(/t) is thesurfacereflectan® function
p r (A), pg (A) and pb (A) are the sensor responsesto red, green and blue 

wavelength respectivdy 

r = \E{A)S{A)pr(A)d(A).......(2.l)

g=\E(A)S{A)pg{A)d{A)....... (2.2)

b= JE(A)S(A)pb(A)d(A) .......(2.3)

r, g  and b are the measuremerts o f the intensity o f the light reflected 
from the surface with respect totheir bands of wavelenghs.
For a monochromlic camera,the sensor generallyrespondto the full range 

o f thevisiblespectrum.
u

i= $E(A)S(Z)p(A)d(A).......(2.4)
/

where« and/ are the upper and lower boundof thevisiblespectrumrespectivdy.

Figure 2.2 Transmittance of different filters and the spectral power 
density of two different illuminants.

The three mutually independent primary colours constitute an RGB colour 
system for colour image analysis and display. A vector representation of
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colour that allows a colour to be quantitatively represented in the three- 
dimensional Cartesian space is shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 RGB colour space and quantitative representation of colour.

Other colour systems are commonly used in colour image analysis, 
separating the colour signal into chromatic and achromatic parts, for 
example:

• ISH (intensity, saturation, hue) which is convenient for human 
colour perception;
• XYZ is used to represent the chromaticity of the colour;
• YIQ is used to efficiently encode colour information in 
achromatic and chromatic components for television broadcasting 
signals;
• Ohta computed I1I2I3 [Oht85] to decorrelate the RGB signal 
using the Karhunen-Loeve transformation;
• Opponent colour (r-g, b-y, w-bl) that is employed in human 
colour vision.

The transformations from RGB to other colour systems and their uses in 
machine vision are described in sections9 2.2.1-5.
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Some early researches [Rob77, Nev77, ASA81, Oht85, Tom86, BH88, 
GHS90, GBS90] considered the input data to a colour image segmentation 
algorithm as a set of random signals. The motivation for using different 
colour co-ordinates is to reduce the correlation of the data or reduce the 
dimensionality of the colour space, so that it will improve the performance 
or reduce the complexity of the segmentation algorithm. Moreover, most of 
the algorithms are based on a statistical approach and ignore the physical 
properties of the surfaces. Consequently over-segmented images resulted, 
due to specularity and other physical effects. Since the dichromatic model 
[Sha85] was introduced to separate reflection components of dielectric 
materials, researchers [KSK90, BLL90] have investigated algorithms for 
identifying the specular parts of objects. The model is described in section 
2 .2 .6.

2.2.1 Human Perceptual Colour (ISH)

The ISH (Intensity, Saturation and Hue) system is commonly used to 
describe colour.

Intensity « Luminance or brightness
Saturation « Purity
Hue « Dominant wavelength

Figure 2.4 shows how colour is represented in ISH space: the intensity is 
the vertical distance from B to the colour, saturation is the perpendicular 
distance from the line BW to the colour, hue is the clockwise angle from 
the reference colour (red is used in this case). For example, if the length of 
line BW is 1.0, the maximum saturation is 1.0 and the hue is from 0° to 
360°. If the colour green is registered, its intensity is 0.5; saturation is 1; 
hue is 120°. Ohta [Oht85] transformed the RGB values of a pixel to ISH 
(the formula is shown in eqn.2.5-7), then image segmentation was applied 
to the transformed data. Massen & Böttcher [MB 89] and Hung et al 
[HEC91] used the ISH system for interpretation of regions for a 
manufacturing product inspection task. There are several reasons for

■2-7~
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employing the ISH system: it decorrelates the colour data [Oht85, MB89, 
HEC91] and reduces the dimensionality of the colour space by ignoring one 
the colour attributes and providing an object interpretation [Oht85] which is 
related to human perception.

Figure 2.4 (I)Intensity, (S)Saturation, (H)Hue colour Space.

I  = r + g + b....... (2.5)

_ r _ g  _ b
j  >Sn j  5 n j

5 - 1  3* min (rn,g„,b„)--~ ••(2.6)

V3 * (g -b )
H  -  arctan( )•• 

v2 * r - g - b J
-•(2 .7 )
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2.2.2 Ohta I J *

Ohta [Oht85] attempted to derive a set of colour features that provide a 
large discriminating power for histogram thresholding of each colour 
attribute, using a technique based on the Karhunen-Loeve transformation. 
Interestingly the effective set of colour features found in each case is 
approximately the same. The transformations from RGB to Ohta's colour 
features are shown in eqn. 2.8-11.

(R + G + B) , .
A = 1-----7-----L......(2.8)

I2 = ( R - B )...... (2.9)

2G - R - B
h  = (2.10)

Combining the above three equations and describing them in matrix form

7,1 0.33 0.33 0.33" ~R

h = 1.0 -1.0 0.0 G ....... (2.11)

h . - 0 5 1 - 0  5_ B

This set of colour features is not necessarily applicable to all images 
because only a limited number of images were used in his experiments. 
However, this set has the identical formulation for the opponent colours 
which are employed in the human visual system (see eqn. 2.19-21).

2.2.3 YIQ Colour

The YIQ colour system is a standard for Television broadcasting; Y is 
considered as the achromatic part of the signal, Q and I are used to describe 
the chromatic parts. The transformation is shown in eqn. 2.12. It is similar 
to other colour systems that separate the colour signal into achromatic and
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chrom atic parts; the difference is that only a simple linear transform ation is 

required.

~Y 0.299 0.587 0.114 ’ r
I = OiOO -0.230 -  0.270 g ....... (2.12)

Q_ 0.202 -0.500 0.298 _b

2.2.4 xyz Chromaticity Colour

This is a system  that is used to evaluate the quality o f  colour [Mac81] 
(chrom aticity). The X, Y and Z values represent the am ounts o f  the 
standard prim aries (established by CIE, Com m ission Internationale de 
l'Echairage in 1931) needed to m atch a given colour. Instead o f  using X, Y 
and Z for colour specification, m ore easily understood inform ation is given 

i f  the colour is specified in term s o f  x and y. Therefore it is used to reduce 
the dim ensionality o f  the colour space and hence the com plexity o f  colour 
segm entation algorithm  is reduced [ASA81], N evada's [Nev77] colour edge 
detector w as used to separate the colour signal into chrom atic and 
lum inance parts. The chrom atic part is represented by x  and y, and 
lum inance part is the sum m ation o f  X, Y  and Z.

X + Y + Z
•(2.13)

7 = X  + Y + Z
•(2.14)

X  + Y+Z
•(2.15)

Also, x + y  + z = 1....... (2.16)
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2.2.5 Normalised Colour

Healey [Hea92] proposed a colour system to overcome the problem of 
over-segmented images due to the physical effects, such as the surface 
shape and viewing geometry. He considered that the variation of pixel 
colours from a homogenous surface is only in their achromatic attributes. 
Therefore, using a colour system that factors out the achromatic attribute 
helps reduce the occurrence of over-segmented regions. It is similar to the 
xyz chromaticity system; the difference is that this system is more relaxed 
in the number of colour attributes and the achromatic part is based on the 
Euclidean distance of S in eqn. 2.17. The formula can be seen in eqn. 2.17-

2.2.6 Opponent Colour

Hering [Her64] introduced the idea of opponent colour, suggesting that 
redness and greenness, or yellowness and blueness are never 
simultaneously evident in any colour but appear to be mutually exclusive. 
The opponent combination consists of three components named red-green, 
blue-yellow and white-black. The two different sets of formulae for the 
transformation from RGB to opponent colour are shown in eqn. 2.19-21 
and eqn. 2.22-24. Eqn. 2.19-20 are used in Swain's colour indexing 
[Swa90], ignoring the white-black component, so that the matching 
parameters are reduced; the remaining colour features are considered to be 
invariant to changes of illumination intensity. Eqn. 2.19-21 are only 
calculating the difference between R and G. The correct formulation for a

18.

S  =(SvS2>S3>......S„).......(2-17)
where are the measured sensor values for each pixel.

The normalised colour is
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colour feature invariant to the changes of illuminant intensity should be the 
ratio of R and G, and is explained by Finlay son [Fin92].

rg = R - G ...... (2.19)

, 2B - R - G  , .
yb = ......... .......... ........ (2.20)

R + G + B , s 
bw = .............. ...... (2.21)

rg = log(i?) -  log(G)...... (2.22)

yb = log(/?) -  log(2?)......(2.23)

wbl = a\og(R) + f lo g  (G) + y log(5)..... (2.24)

2.2.7 Finite Dimensional Model

The finite dimensional model is commonly used to represent the surface 
reflection function; it approximates the surface reflection function more 
accurately. The advantage is that it can simply express the surface 
reflection functions in terms of the coefficients of the basis functions and 
then linear algebra can be used for the analysis. Most researches are trying 
to find a sufficient number of basis functions to accurately model the 
common surface reflection function and illumination function (see section
5.2 in chapter 5).

2.2.8 Dichromatic Reflection Model

This is a simple mathematical model of reflection [Sha85] that describes the 
reflection as two separate components, one is the interface (specular) 
component and the other is the body (diffuse) component Using this model, 
it is possible to establish the relation between the two components of each 
pixel [KSK90]. Eqn. 2.25 and figure 2.5 illustrate the model with an 
example of dielectric material.
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Figure 2.5 Reflected light from a dielectric material

The dichromatic reflection model states:

L  ^  s) = L f (A’ *»e’ g \+ L b ( X g)....... (2-25)

= m f O '* g)cf W  + W* OVe,g)c„ W ...... (2.26)
where is the total radiance of the reflected light,

and f h are the radiance of the light reflected at the interface, 
and at the surface body respectively,
i and e are the incident angle of light and the angle of the reflected light to 
the surface normal, and g is the angle between the incident and reflected ligh

2.3 Colour Information for Object Recognition

Colour is a powerful cue for the recognition of colour objects in a scene, 
since the colour is more stable against rotation and size of the objects 
[Swa90, BE92] than geometrical information. Colour information also 
helps when objects have no definite shape or are occluded. If the colour 
database is built for recognition, what essential data should be included? 
Reviews of the literature [Oht85, Ber87, MB89, Swa90, HEC91, MMK93, 
BD97, DL98, WE98, SHS99] on colour recognition, object colour and 
colour surface inspection, in general, show that colour information used in 
their systems consists of two essential features: the first is the 
representation or description of the colour; the second is an operational or 
algorithmic feature. The first feature refers to the colour description of a 
surface in the database or knowledge base. The second feature is used to
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evaluate the difference between colour descriptions of extracted regions 
from the image and the colour in the database. In figure 2.6, the contents of 
S \ ,S 2,S i,C \,C 2,Ci,- • -C„ are the descriptive features of the colour 
information and the algorithmic feature is used to determine which arrow 
A i 'A i 'A '- o r A s  is appropriate to map S, -» C, (e.g. for ^ -> C , 
the arrow indicates the match between £2 and C\)- Although the contents 
of the two features vary from one researcher to another, they are essential in 
a colour recognition and inspection system.

Figure 2.6 Illustrate the relation between image colours and a colour
database.

2.3.1 Ohta’s Knowledge-Based System

The early work of colour object recognition in machine vision systems can 
be found in Ohta [Oht85]. In his knowledge-based system, the colour 
information of objects is characterised by different colour features. The 
number of features for each object is varied and depends on the type of 
objects. The objects are mainly found in the outdoor scenes, depicting 
roads, trees, and buildings. First of all, the colour of a surface is categorised 
into nine different properties which are dark, bright, shining, grey, vivid, 
red, green, blue and yellow. For the definition of the colour property, he set 
two or four thresholds on different attributes such as the intensity, 
saturation, hue, red, green, blue or contour contrast. In order to evaluate the
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similarity between a region extracted from the image to one of the nine 
properties, a fuzzy truth-value is computed with respect to each colour 
property. Three types of fuzzy truth functions are used according to the 
type of colour property. The three functions are shown in figure 2.7a-c. It is 
not straightforward to define which are the descriptive parts, but if we 
consider the quantitative colour information of nine colour properties rather 
than the qualitative description of the surface, then the descriptive part is 
the colour attribute. The algorithmic part is the type of fuzzy truth 
functions.

Figure 2.7c Fuzzy truth function 3

The knowledge-base system has been tested on several outdoor scenes and 
the results have shown that the objects have been successfully identified. 
There is no detail of how to determine the thresholds and choices of the 
fuzzy functions in the knowledge-based. Such information is important, 
because the evaluation of the colour properties of the objects is based on
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these parameters and an understanding of how the object model can be 
interpreted by these functions.
2.3.2 Colour Recognition and Inspection Systems

Berry [Ber87] used colour information extracted from images for 
recognising objects that have the same shape. He examined which colour 
feature is the most stable under changes of illumination intensity and a 
measure based on the fluctuation of the colour features under different 
illuminations. The most stable colour features are chosen for the 
representation of the colour surface in the database. A heuristic minimum 
distance is used as the criterion for matching between colour features 
extracted from images and the defined colour in the database. The 
descriptive feature is the most stable colour feature, which is found in the 
initial experiments. The algorithmic feature is a distance metric between the 
colour extracted from the each region to the colours in the database.

Massen and Böttcher [MB89] implemented a vision system for real-time 
inspection of products. They modelled the colours of surfaces by showing 
typical colour samples to the system, building a lookup table based 
classifier, after finding the convex hull of each colour set in colour space. 
The lookup table classifier is a many-to-one mapping, which evaluates the 
validity of the colour of a pixel to a particular colour surface (see eqn. 
2.27). The descriptive features used are intensity, saturation and hue. The 
algorithmic feature is the lookup-table-based classifier, F(Pj which is 
described in eqn.2.28. They evaluate the validity of a pixel to a surface 
colour, for those pixel colours that intersect with the colour set A. The 
beauty of this approach is that its simplicity and effectiveness can achieve 
real-time processing of colour information between the image and the 
database.

p .  = [ij’Sj >h is the colour of a pixel p  .
where i is the intensity,

5 is the saturation, 
h is the hue.
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A = {CvCi'Ci....... >Cn} is a set o f sample colours

....... (2.27)
0 for p  <£ A

1 for p  e A

j

Hung, Ellis and Chamberlain [HEC91] implemented a vision system for 
brick inspection. Different inspection strategies are employed dependent on 
the types of brick. The brick types are categorised into textured, multi-
coloured and single coloured. For the inspection of multi-coloured types, 
there is a requirement for the segmentation algorithm to divide the image of 
a single brick into different colour regions, using a segmentation algorithm 
based on clustering. For the inspection of single coloured types, the colours 
of reference bricks are represented by their mean and variance. The colour 
of a sample brick will be tested against reference bricks based on the 
Mahalanobis distance criteria. Since the ISH colour system is used, as the 
representation of the brick's colours and the data is not correlated, the 
covariance matrix is a diagonal and the calculation of Mahalanobis distance 
is simplified. All equations are shown below. The descriptive features are 
the ISH colour attributes. The algorithmic features consist of the means and 
variances of the colour surface for calculating the Mahalanobis distance. 
The implementation can be done in a similar way to that of Massen and 
Böttcher [MB89]. Instead of calculating the distance for each brick's colour 
against the colour of the reference brick, a lookup table is used with the 
colour of sample bricks as the index, and the corresponding distances are 
the outputs.

v  j , k =  ( i j , k ’ S j , k > h j , k)

y  is pixel j  o f reference brick colour k.

The average y “ k o f reference brick type k,

(2.28)
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The variance ( j k of the reference brick colour k is:

crk 7=1

n
•(2.29)

t j j  { i j j ’ S j . i ’ h j i )  ’  

f  t is pixel j  of the test brick l.

The average y k of test brick type /,

7, = 1ttj,k= i i j j ’ltsjj’flhjj ...... (2-30)
7=1 V7=l 7=1 7=1

The matching criteria is based on Mahalanobis Distance, 
M k for k type of brick.

M k = <7k
•(2.31)

2.3.3 Localisation of Objects using Colour

Matas, Marik and Kittler [MMK92] argued that the segmentation of colour 
images and the localisation of colour surfaces can be achieved by 
generating and verifying the hypothesis of the relationship between a pixel 
to the target surfaces that have been selected from the database. The 
hypotheses are based on the probability functions of pixel colour and the 
colour of the target surface in the database. Both representations of colours 
in the database and the calculation of the probability function are shown 
below. The probability function is an a priori probability model based on 
Bayes formula. The definition of a colour surface is based on the 
dichromatic model [Sha85] and it is represented as a line in the three- 
dimensional colour (RGB) space. The database's colours are modelled with 
images of objects. The calculation is more complicated than the previous 
examples. The descriptive part is the line description in RGB colour space 
and the algorithmic part is the probability function.
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is the function to determine the fittness between 
two histograms. It is intersection between the two histograms.

M .r-'O ,...... (2.34)

2.4 Memory colour

In this section, I introduce the term "memory colour" which will be used in 
other chapters. Memory colour is defined as colour information that 
consists of the two essential and generic features: descriptive and 
algorithmic features.

The first essential feature is the descriptive feature: the colour attributes of 
the colour (surface). The second essential feature is the algorithmic feature 
that is used to evaluate the similarity between colour from the image and in 
the database. From the previous sections (2.3.1-3), the examples have been 
described.

Memory colours C l  • • • C j  • • • C n in a colour database 
Descriptive Algorithmic

n_____•__________________
Figure 2.8 A colour database.
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The colour database (see figure 2.8) can be considered as an independent 
entity in a vision system. The two databases (colour and geometrical) are 
required to have links between each other. Any colour extracted from the 
image can be categorised as a particular memory colour, rather than 
categorised to any particular object. It can avoid the duplication of 
information stored in the database (with geometrical and colour 
information) for each object. There are situations where the separation of 
the information (colour and geometric) is appropriate for the overall vision 
system: if colour was used as the first cue for object localisation, the only 
information required is the memory colours. Likewise, only geometric 
information of the objects is required if the cue is based on geometric 
information; if the processes of recognising the two cues are running 
simultaneously in a parallel processing machine, the two pieces of 
information can be stored in different processors; since colour is one of the 
generic features of the object, it is not necessary for it to be associated with 
the geometric feature of the object. For example, if object 1 consists of 
colours A, B, C and E and object 2 consists of colours B, C, F and G, then 
colours A, B, C, E, F and G are considered as the generic features and are 
stored as separated entities which are not associated with any object. 
Similarly, if several objects have the same colours but different geometric 
structure, only one set of colour values is kept in the database. In both 
cases, the duplication of data can be avoided. For any new object with 
colours that are not present in the colour database, such colours can be 
inserted to the database directly. The next section describes a data structure 
that is used to accommodate all the necessary memory colour information.

2.5 Colour Information Lookup Table (CILUT)

The Colour Information Lookup Table (CILUT) is a data structure that 
accommodates all the necessary information of memory colour and 
provides direct access to the necessary data. The index to the CILUT entry 
is the value of the pixel or region colour that can be represented in any 
colour system, for example RGB, ISH, XYZ, YIQ, etc. The object and 
surface in the database (the surface s is the name of the memory colour and 
object o the name of the object, both are included in the CILUT and can be
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seen in figure 2.9) that corresponds to the description of the image colour 
can be found in the CILUT. The value d is the fitness measure between the 
image colour and its corresponding memory colour. The graphical 
illustration of a CILUT is shown in figure 2.9. The CILUT can be pre-
computed off-line and the information within the CILUT can be changed 
according to the environment in which objects that the vision system will 
likely to perceive. Furthermore, because the CILUT can be implemented in 
EPROM1, it can provide fast access to the required information.

Index i l ,  12, i3

1,1,1 1,2,1 1,3,1 1,4,1

1,1,2 1,2,2

1,1,3 j,k,l

1,1,4 1,4,4

• • •

n,n,n

Figure 2.9 Colour Information Lookup Table (CILUT)

1 Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories.
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A colour histogram can be used as a lookup table after the information is 
accumulated. The difference between the two is that the output of a CILUT 
consists of a few values and the histogram only contains (by definition) the 
probability density. Also, the use of colour histograms [Swa90, BE92] as a 
template for matching can be replaced by a CILUT, which can 
accommodate several sets of object colours in the same table.

2.6 Summary

Colour information exploited at both low and high level in image 
processing is described in this chapter. The early work on the use of colour 
in low level vision concentrated on finding a set of colour features that are 
suitable for segmentation. With growing research into the use of colour 
object recognition, it is necessary to address the issue of colour information 
and its processing. From the review of previous work on colour object 
recognition, a generic but sufficient colour information (memory colour) is 
proposed as an element in a colour database and its corresponding data 
structure (CILUT) has been implemented for the work described in chapter 
4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
Use of Colour in Edge Detection

Abstract:
This chap ter describes an investiga tion  into the use o f  
colour to im prove the qua lity  o f  edge detection . I t  is 
d iv id ed  into two pa rts: fir s tly , to determ ine a quan tita tive  
and  ob jec tive  eva lua tion  o f  the d ifference  in detection  
perfo rm a n ce  betw een co lour and grey leve l edge detectors. 
No s ig n ifica n t d ifference  is fo u n d , fro m  experim en ta l 
results, in the g ra d ien t m agnitudes betw een the co lour and  
grey leve l im ages. H ow ever it is observed, a t genuine  
edges, tha t the three colour p la n es  are co rre la ted  but only  
w eakly so a t noise edges. In the second  p a r t a 
corrobora tion  fu n c tio n , based  on consistency  o f  the  
g ra d ien t o rien ta tions in the three co lour p lanes, is 
in troduced  fo r  se lec tin g  edgels and  is derived  fro m  the  
p h ys ica l p ro p ertie s  o f  surfaces. The use o f  the  
corrobora tion  fu n c tio n  in con junction  w ith  a co lour Canny  
edge detector, fo rm s  an a lgorithm  qu ite  robust in opera tion  
in re jec tin g  unw anted  (noise) edges.
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3.1 Introduction

Edge information had been used in many aspects of machine vision, such as 
object recognition, tracking, stereo correspondence, and medical image 
analysis. Edge detection in grey level images has been widely investigated 
and discussed [Dav75, MH80, Can86, TP86] in the last few decades. The 
use of colour in edge detection is considered as a natural extension, and the 
investigation of colour edge detection has normally followed in an 
evolutionary fashion from intensity edge detectors. For example: Nevatia 
[Nev77] has extended the Hueckel operator to colour images; Robinson 
[Rob77] has extended her compass gradient edge detection to colour 
images; Novak [NS87] has extended the Canny edge detector and Cumani 
[Cum91] has investigated the application of second-order differential 
operators to colour images.

These studies focused on whether the additional colour information 
improves the performance of the detector and also on how to combine the 
gradient magnitudes from the three colour planes into a single value. 
Nevatia and Robinson also transformed the RGB signal into other colour 
co-ordinate systems in which the chromatic and luminance components are 
separated. Both found that chromatic and luminance edges are correlated at 
the pixel locations that correspond to the desired boundaries, though with 
the limited set of images they used, they have concluded both visually and 
quantitatively that most of the edges can be extracted from the luminance 
component. Novak, without using any colour transformation, has found that 
the combined RGB edges appear better than edges from the equivalent 
intensity images under subjective evaluation. Elowever, objective and 
statistical measures of performances were not reported.

The remaining problem, after computing the gradient magnitude on each 
image location (grey level or colour), is how to select the edgels which 
result from genuine contrast changes and to reject those caused by noise or 
other physical effects. The common approach is to set a threshold or 
thresholds based on the gradient magnitude; however the choice of 
threshold often requires human intervention. Furthermore, when the 
boundaries are within low contrast regions, determination of an appropriate
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threshold can become difficult. Observation of our experimental results 
found that the existence of edgels on different colour planes, at the same 
location or close by, are highly correlated at the desired boundaries; this 
phenomenon can be explained by the physical properties of the surfaces' 
reflection spectra. However this correlation is much weaker for edges 
generated by noise. In addition, the gradient orientation can be used to 
identify genuine edges and help distinguish them from noise.

The aim of this chapter is two fold: one is to provide quantitative evidence 
on the difference in gradient magnitude between colour and grey level edge 
detection and to examine whether these differences can be used to improve 
the robustness of detecting edges; the other is to use the colour information 
to support the selection of edges, as an alternative to the conventional 
approach of determining an appropriate threshold of the gradient 
magnitudes. The selection functions are derived from experimental 
observation and the physical properties of the colour surfaces; they are 
compared with the conventional thresholding method based on the signal- 
to-noise ratio between detected images.

Section 3.2 reviews some of the work in edge detection and the sources of 
noise causing the degradation of the detection performance. Section 3.3 
shows the absolute and relative difference in gradient magnitude between 
colour and grey level images. The measurement procedure and statistical 
results are shown in section 3.3. Section 3.4 shows the correlation of edges 
in three colour planes. Section 3.5 describes the selection algorithm for 
suppressing unwanted edges and the relation to some physical properties of 
the surface and is the conclusion of this chapter.
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Figure 3.0 The structure for chapter 3.

3.2 Colour Edge Detection

Low level image processing is an important part of the overall vision 
problem. Higher level algorithms dealing with relational and cognitive 
aspects rely strongly on the efficiency, robustness and precision of low 
level operators such as edge detection [MH80, Can86]. Canny [Can86] 
summarised several criteria for designing an edge detection system: firstly a 
high signal-to-noise ratio, achieving low probabilities of false alarms and 
failures to mark real edges; secondly good localisation - which means the 
position of the marked edgels should be as close as possible to the real 
boundaries; thirdly a single response is required to indicate a step edge. 
Most of the current edge detection systems are divided into three steps to
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satisfy these criteria. The first step is to regularize [TP86] the image by 
convolving it with an appropriate regularizing function; for example the 
Gaussian function which reduces the noise level and ensures that the image 
is differentiable. The second step computes the derivatives of the image in 
order to find the local intensity gradient at each pixel location. The final 
step is to detect a single response to a step edge by computing the zero- 
crossings in the second derivative [MH80, Cum91] or maxima detection in 
the first derivative [Can86].

Colour edge detection methods [NS87, Cum91] have typically performed 
the edge detection described above on each colour plane separately and 
then combined the separate edge images for each colour channel following 
computation of the derivatives. However this tends to destroy the edge 
characterising information, which causes ambiguous colour edges to be 
identified.

3.2.1 Nevada & Robinson

Nevatia [Nev77] & Robinson [Rob77] investigated the use of colour. There 
are several similarities between them: both extend the existing edge 
detectors to colour; both use different colour systems and investigate which 
colour attributes are useful for detecting visually significant edges; both 
propose some definition of colour edges; finally they conclude that edges 
detected in different colour components are highly correlated.

Nevatia [Nev77] extended the Hueckel edge operator [Dav75] to colour. 
The detector was applied to luminance and chromatic channels of the 
images. The result indicates the edges detected in both channels are highly 
correlated. The paper proposed three different methods for finding a colour 
edge:- 1

1. Define a metric distance in the chosen colour space and use 
discontinuities in this distance to compute the presence of colour edges. 
The metric could be based on experiments with human visual perception.
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2. Compute the edges in three chosen colour components to be largely 
separate. The edges in the three components may then be merged by some 
specified procedures.

3. Allow the edges in the three chosen colour components to be largely 
independent, but impose some uniformity constraints for the convenience 
of utilising all three edges concurrently

The first definition has a colour metric [HB88] considering a "colour 
distance" function that is derived as an estimate of the physical distance 
between normalised spectral power distributions. The following section 
describes two approaches based on the second definition. The first two 
definitions of colour edges do not retain the characteristics of the three 
edgels detected in different colour components. The final definition is the 
one chosen for the experiments in this chapter.

Robinson [Rob77] developed a compass gradient edge detection method 
and extended it to incorporate the colour information. Several colour 
features were evaluated for their suitability for edge detection. The colour 
co-ordinates under evaluation were (Y, I, Q) for NTSC, CIE (L, a, b), etc. 
Her view was "a better approach for colour edge detection would be to 
generalise the definition of an edge in the three-dimensional colour space 
and to develop colour edge extraction methods accordingly". The edge 
activity index (EAI) is used to measure the occurrences of edges in 
different colour planes. The comparison of the suitability of different colour 
components is based on EAI. She concluded that brightness seems to the 
best attribute to be employed in edge detection. Some results indicate that 
there is inherent cross-correlation of the edges from different colour 
components.

Those two observations reinforce the method for selecting edges based on 
the correlation of edgel detected in three colour planes, which is introduced 
in section 3.4.
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3.2.2 Novak & Cumani

Consider a colour image as a function F(x,y) = (f r(x,y),fg(x,y),fb(x,y)). 

There are two theoretical approaches: Novak [NS87] extends the Canny 
edge detection operator; first he uses the Jacobian matrix to describe the 
derivatives and then applies Canny's method [Can86] for selecting edgels. 
Cumani's [Cum91] method is based on the zero-crossings of a second-order 
differential operator. This formulation indicates that the extensions of a 
second-order differential operator to colour images will suffer ambiguity in 
the sign of the gradient and hence the closure of zero-crossing lines is not 
guaranteed. However both the computations of the magnitude of edges are 
the same and are shown in this section. Also it provides the mathematical 
background for section 3.3.

Novak [NS87] described the x and y derivatives in the three colour planes 
by a Jacobian matrix J  and defined the gradient magnitude as the square 
root of the eigenvalue of JTJ.

F(x,y)is the function of a colour image and
F(x,y) = [f r (x, y \  f g (x ,y \fb(x,yft...... (3.1)
Since F is a function (x,y)of the image, 
and can be described by its variation at any point by 
AC = JA(x,y)
where J  is the Jacobian matrix containing the dervatives of each colour plane.

X ' K
where Cx = G, g x

A Bx_

= A R
cbc ’ y dy

and B =
%

A
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CXCX CxCy 
CyCx CyCy

(3.3)

Also, three pragmatic approaches on computing the magnitude of colour 
edges were used: the first one is simply combining the derivatives in a 
Euclidean sense; the second one is the sum of absolute derivatives and the 
final one is to choose the absolute maximum magnitude among the 
derivatives. They reported that the final measure seems to be the best, but 
the detail of the comparison is not shown.

Cumani [Cum91] defined the gradient magnitude as the directional 
maximum of a local contrast function S. The function was derived by 
applying the variational method.

The function S(P,n) is defined as the squared local contrast at point P in 
direction n, where n is defined as a unit vector and indicates the gradient
direction in the image plane (x], x2) and n = («, ,«2) = (cos 6, sin d) .

2 2

S(P,n) = YJLY>,knink = Er% +2Fnln2 +Gn22......(3.4)
M  k = ]

where yi k =
ckf ckk

,E = yhi,F = yl2 and G = y21

fj  is the y'th band of the image function. 
m is number of band, m = 3 for RGB images.

Eqn. (3.4) is in a quadratic form, from which by varying n, a minimum and 
maximum can be found. The gradient magnitude is defined as the 
directional maximum of the contrast function. Since Novak inserts the 
derivatives into a Jacobian matrix J, and Cumani describes the derivatives 
in a quadratic form, both maxima are the same and can be calculated by 
finding the eigenvalue of J 7 J  or from eqn. (3.3), and the direction of the 
maximum is the corresponding eigenvector. The eigenvalue Ac is the square
of the gradient magnitude and is given by:
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Eqn. (3.5) can be used to compute the edge magnitude in monochromatic 
images by setting m=l [Cum91]. The expression is identical to the 
definition used in Marr & Hildreth [MH80] to define the grey level 
gradient. X, is the square of the gradient magnitude:

where f  is a function of the greylevel image

3.2.3 Others and Applications

On the implementation and performance evaluation of colour edge 
detectors, Koschan [Kos95] had examined several detectors: Sobel 
operator, Laplace operator, the Mexican hat operator, Cumani and Alshatti- 
Lambert operator. The conclusion is that Cumani detectors yield the output 
with the best quality. Malowany [MM89] had considered the VLSI 
implementation of two algorithms and compared their performance on 
synthetic colour images with noise added and the equivalent grey level 
images. They found that, in image regions of low contrast and high noise 
content, the use of colour in both detectors gave a better performance. 
However, there were no details of any objective or quantitative 
measurements that had been used for the comparisons.

On the applications side there are examples [LL95, JB91, CGG91, GGS98] 
that exploit the additional characteristics of colour edges. Finlayson and 
Funt [FF95] use three gradient magnitudes of a colour edge as the indexes 
for matching colour objects. The advantage of such an approach is that the 
index is invariant to the changes of illumination. Jordan and Bovik [JB91] 
exploit the chromatic information to resolve the ambiguity in edge-based 
stereo-correspondence. Cumani, Grattoni and Guiducci [CGG91] use the 
colour edge as one of the components in encoded colour images, because
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the characteristic of colour edge provides a more complete description of 
the images.

3.2.4 Noisy Edges

The remaining problem in edge detection is to select the correct edgels and 
reject those caused by spurious noise or other physical effects. Signal noise 
may be attributed to three principal sources: the sensor, digitisation and 
scene characteristics. Limitations of colour and monochrome CCD-cameras 
[KSK90] can cause errors in edge detection (in general, for all 
segmentation techniques) as a result of clipping, blooming and chromatic 
aberration. Quantisation errors that occur in the analogue to digital 
conversion reduce the precision of a pixel value. Scene characteristics 
related to texture and roughness of an object's surface, the mixture of body 
and surface reflection and inconsistent illumination can also produce 
inhomogeneities in surface colour. These are the major degrading factors 
which can produce spurious (or incorrect) edgels.

3.3. Gradient Difference in Colour and Grey Level 
Images

In colour images, each image point is typically represented by a vector 
consisting of three primary colour planes, namely red, green and blue. 
There are two principal attributes of an edgel: its (gradient) magnitude and 
orientation. The gradient magnitude indicates the significance of the local 
intensity changes in the image and the gradient orientation indicates the 
direction of these changes. If a gradient operator is applied to each 
componentF(x,y) = ( fr(x,y),fg(x,y),fb(x,y)), there will be three pairs of
gradient magnitudes and orientations for each pixel in the image, whilst the 
grey level image generates only a single pair per pixel. In order to examine 
the difference in gradient magnitude between colour and grey level images, 
a method is required to combine the three pairs of gradient magnitudes and 
orientation. This combination is based on the computation of the eigenvalue 
of eqn. (3.5).
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3.3.1 Mathematical Approach

The difference between gradient magnitude in colour images and the 
equivalent grey level images can be expressed in eqn. (3.9). Also, I have 
examined the sign of the difference in two situations where the orientations 
of the gradient of the edgels are different and equal in all colour planes.

The magnitude of gradient in grey level image is expressed below. 
Consider the grey level version of image as shown in eqn. (3.7) where 
f fx ,y ) , f2(x,y) and f 3(x,y) correspond to the image components from red,
green and blue respectively. The grey level image function is simply the 
summation of the three colour components.

F,{x,y) = /¡(x,y) + / 2(x,y) + / 3(x,y)...... (3.7)

Differentiate Ffx,y) respect to x andy,
cFfx,y) _ dffx,y)  ̂ dffx,y) | dffx,y)

dx dx dx dx
dFfx,y) _ <ft(x,y) + dffx,y) + dffx,y)

dy dy dy dy

Using the eqn (3.6) for calculating the magnitude of the edge 
in a grey level image.

k  L A  .
dffx,y)

dy

f <fi(x,y) x dfifx,y) ( df2(x,y) . dffx,y) ( df^x,y) ^ dffx,y)\
+ 'l  dy dy dy dy dy dy )

[  dffx,y) „ dff^,y) ( 4 dffx,y)
V dy dy dy dy dy dy )

= E + G + 2H-.....(3.9)
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where E -  ^
*=i 3c

12 3

>G = I/—1

and / /  = ^ 3fj E f(i+ \)  mod 3 + y ^ - (/+!) mod 3

Recall eqn. (3.5) below. The expression for E and G in both 
eqn. (3.5) and (3.9) are the same.

4  = ((£ + G) + V ( £ - G ) 2+ 4 £ 2) / 2.....(35)

/=j V (7X, J V (ty)
and G = 3̂ Y ^ Y

The difference between the two squared gradient magnitudes is shown 
below. If eqn. (3.10) shows a negative difference, this implies that the 
gradient magnitude of the grey level edge is higher than that of the 
equivalent colour edge.

/. (y l (E -G )2 +4F2 - ( E  + G ) ) / 2 - 2 H ........(3.10)

Using polar forms, we express the derivatives in terms of the 
orientation of gradient on each individual plane.

Yj -£C O s(«)--'
3c

"  (3-1°), Y* -  psm(a)-- 
3y •••(3-11)

Y 2 ~9COs(y>--
3c

•••(3.12), f 2 qsm(y}~  
3y

••■(3-13)

—  = rcos(#)---
3c

■••(3.14), —  = rsin(^)--"
%

•■(3.15)

where a, y  and 6 are the gradient orientations in r ,g  and b planes respectively, 
p, q and r are the gradient magnitudes in r ,g  and b planes respectively

s  = X r X , ...... (316)
Substitute polar form derivatives into eqn. (3.10).
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(p2 + q2 + r2) + S(p2q2 cos(o;)sin(/)sin(ar - y )  +
q2r2 cos(y)sin(0)sin(y - 0 )  + r2p 2 cos(0)sin(y)sm (# -  a)

(ip2+q2+r2)

_ 2 _  
Part 1

-  2(pq cos(or - y )  + qr cos(y -0 )  + rp cos(0 -  a) • • • (3.17)

If ar, y and 6 are the same,
then sin(« -  y), sin(y -  0) and sin(# -  a) will all be equal to zero. 
Since cos(« -  y), cos(y -  0) and cos(0 -  a) are equal to 1,
S = -2(pq + qr + rp)...... (3.18)

If one of the angles is opposite to the others, 
consider a = y ± 180 and y = 0,
then sin(/ -  0), sin(^ -  0) and sin(ö -  a) will be all equal to zero.

In general there are two situations associated with where the edgel lies. In 
the first, edge point x is on the boundary between two regions (illustrated in 
figure 3. la-d). In the second, edge point y is at the junction of three or more 
regions (illustrated in figure 3.2a-d).

The first situation can be sub-divided into two cases:
Case 1: if all gradient orientations from colour planes are in exactly 

the same direction, then the first part of eqn. (3.17) will be equal to zero 
(shown above) and H will be positive. Since p, q and r have the same sign, 
pq, qr and rp are all positive (see eqn. (3.18)). Hence the difference 8, 
must be less than zero. This implies that the computed gradient magnitude 
of the grey level edge is greater than the colour one.

Case 2: if one of the gradient orientations is opposite in direction to 
the others, then part 1 of eqn. (3.17) will be equal to zero, but the sign of H 
is not definite and depends on the difference between the two regions. This 
is because one of the values p, q and r has different sign (see eqn. (3.18)).
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(b) (c)
Figure 3.1 a,b,c and d are showing the boundary of two 
regions in all colours, red, green, and blue plane

(c) (d)
Figure 3.2 a,b,c and d are showing the boundary of several regions in 
all colour, red, green, and blue planes respectively

In the second situation the problem can be divided into many cases, since 
all cases depend on the difference between their gradient orientations and 
the sign of 8 in each case depends on the difference between all regions.

If colour edges are perceived to be visually better than grey level edges, as 
advocated by the previous work [Nev77, NS87], then one possible 
explanation is that the majority of edgels which support the geometry of the 
objects have positive or zero values in 8 and unwanted edgels caused by 
noise or other physical effect have negative values in 8. Therefore, the 
strength of the colour edges is higher. The next section describes the 
investigation of this proposed explanation over a range of real images.

3.3.2 Statistical Approach

Using the mathematical approach provides the conclusion that if all the 
gradient orientations of an edge in three colour planes are the same, the 
magnitude of the grey level edge is greater than the colour one. There is no 
definite conclusion on whether the magnitude of the grey level edge is
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higher or lower in the other situation where the gradient orientations of an 
edge in three colour planes are not the same. An alternative approach is to 
find out the average difference between the colour and grey level edge. The 
following measures are used to compute the statistics of the gradient 
magnitudes over a set of real images:

8 , r  J E l J E l........ (3.19)

2 X :
8 r =

— ‘ = X
n

•(3.20)

'L & S r .,?
a -  i=i

n
•(3.21)

Sr is the average o f Sr on a set o f edgels.
2

( j  is the variance.

f f  is the average ofy^. and ( j  the variance of § r. S r is used to reflect

the Relative Difference between the gradient magnitude of colour and grey 
level edgel, since the value of X c varies for each edgel over the image.

/"s-/ 2 • • • 
These two measurements( §  r & ( j  ,) are able to provide an objective

comparison between gradient magnitudes resulting from edge detection 
with a colour and grey level image. The measurement of the Relative 
Difference at each edge location indicates whether grey level images have 
sufficient information to reflect changes of surfaces and other physical 
effects such as shading and specularity. The range of test images, the 
resulting images and some statistical results are shown in next section.

3.3.3 Experiments & Results

Firstly, a colour version of the Canny edge detector based on [NS87] is 
applied to the colour images. A manual segmentation based on the edge 
magnitude is used to identify the desired and noisy edgels. Next, the
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Relative Differences in the gradient magnitudes of the detected edge points 
are determined over the entire image. Finally, the statistics of the noisy 
edgel and desired edgel set are computed separately. Five sets of statistics 
extracted from the images in figure3.2a-f are shown in table 3.1.

Image £ r' real
edges

-noise

edges

( j  -real 
edges

( j  -noise 
edges

3.3a -25.8% -22.9% 1.58% 8.1%
3.3b -19.0% -19.0% 15.0% 10.0%
3.3e -23.7% -17.8% 7.0% 13.2%
3.3d -18.8% -16.9% 15.6% 14.8%
3.3e -22.5% -17.6% 10.0% 13.5%
3.3f -24.2% -20.8% 9.0% 12.4%
Table 3.1 Statistics of the gradient difference between 
colour and grey level images on five different images.
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Figure 3.4a-f show the sign of the difference ^ rin gradient 
magnitude between colour and level images. Positive, and
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Figure 3.5(a-f) output of edge detector with the manual segmentation 
indicating the noisy (in red) and desired (in green) edgels.
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The average of the Relative Difference on the desired edges over all the 
images is approximately -22%, indicating that on average, the gradient 
magnitude of the grey level is comparatively higher than its colour 
equivalent. There are some edges which have a higher gradient magnitude 
in the colour image, though the boundary on which they originate is not 
spatially consistent over the three colour planes or in regions with low 
contrast. Overall the boundary edgels are equally well detected by both the 
colour and grey level edge detectors.

3.4 Correlation of Edges in Three Colour 
Planes

Nevatia & Robinson [Nev77, Rob77] and my experimental results indicate 
that genuine edges are correlated in the three colour planes. This is a very 
useful parameter for distinguishing genuine from noisy edges formulated by 
using a simple logical operator and local correlation of the gradient 
orientation. Experimental results are compared, based on the relative signal 
to noise ratio between colour edge detection with corroboration and a grey 
level edge detector.

3.4.1 Physical Properties of Colour Surfaces

If two different surface reflection functions have significant differences in 
the red, green and blue planes, then the changes found in one colour plane 
are likely to be found in the other planes. The two different neighbouring 
surfaces should also share the same boundary and they should have the 
same orientation in each colour plane. My experimental results have 
demonstrated that genuine edgels are consistent in the three colour planes, 
but the edgels caused by the specularity, roughness of colour surfaces and 
other noise effects are not.

We apply two constraints in selecting edges. First, the presence of an edgel 
at a particular location in one plane can be corroborated by a consistent 
registration at the same or close-by location in the other planes.
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Consequently they should have the same gradient orientation (or in the 
opposite direction), unless the edges are at the junction of three or more 
surfaces.

We have applied the algorithms to a synthetic image (figure 3.6a) and a 
noisy version (figure 3.6b), to which Gaussian noise (standard deviation of 
20 grey levels) has been added. Firstly, a colour Canny edge detector 
[NS87] with standard deviation of 2.0 is applied to each colour plane and 
then the output edgels are tested against the two constraints. Figure 3.6c 
and d show the results of applying the colour Canny detector, indicating all 
the edges detected (threshold = 1). As can be seen, particularly in figure 
3.6c, weak edges in the image resulting from the coarse surface shading in 
the synthetic image are mistakenly detected. The results shown in figure 
3.6e and f  (also using threshold = 1) were produced following the 
application of the corroboration function, and indicates that the constraints 
reject the weak edges. Quantitatively, taking figure 3.6e as our ‘gold 
standard’, the signal-to-noise ratios for figures 3.6c, d and f  are 0.66, 0.097 
and 0.19 respectively (see Table 3.2).

Table 3.2 The relative signal-to-noise of result images with and without 
corroboration.

With corroboration 
Relative SNR.

Colour Canny 
Relative SNR.

Original synthetic 
image

1.0 0.66

Synthetic image 
with noise

0.19 0.097
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Figure 3.6 (a) Synthetic CAD-generated image (b) with added Gaussian 
noise (s.d. = 20 intensity levels) per colour plane. Images (e) and (f) 
show the edges detected using edge corroboration, whilst (c) and (d) 
show those detected using the colour Canny edge detection.

(e) (f)
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3.4.2 Experiments and Results

In this section, there is an example of the corroboration function applied to 
a real image. The Canny edge detector is applied to the individual colour 
planes. Figure 3.7a is the original image and figures 3.7b, c and d show the 
result of the colour Canny detection on the red, green and blue planes 
respectively. Figure 3.7e is the combined image of the three output planes, 
generated by applying a logical 'OR' operation among the result of three 
colour planes (figure 3.7b, c & d), e.g. black = r +g +b, edges are found in 
all three colour planes. Figure 3.7f is the combined image of the three 
output planes, generated by applying a logical 'AND' operation among the 
edgel's orientation of the three colour planes. The edges correlated in three 
colour planes at the same or nearby (one pixel displacement) pixel locations 
are shown. This method is applied to the other test images (figure 3.3) and 
comparison measurements are shown in table 3.3.

A manual segmentation is applied to separate the desired and unwanted 
edgels. The noise edgels were identified as short edge segments of low 
gradient magnitude. Then the signal to noise ratio is computed by counting 
the number of detected edge pixels which correlate with the desired (signal) 
and unwanted (noise) edgels separately. Although this method proved 
satisfactory for the results on synthetic images shown in figure 3.5, 
identification of real and false edges proved more complex.

As can be seen from the results in figure 3.7 and table 3.3, the 
corroboration function produces a much less dramatic reduction in the 
number of noisy edgels detected. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the 
average reduction is by approximately a factor of 2. Two reasons can be 
identified to justify the poorer performance of the corroboration function in 
this case. Firstly the colour images were digitised using a conventional 
single CCD camcorder, for which the spatial localisation of the red, green 
and blue pixels are non-coincident. Secondly the edge detection can 
produce a slightly different localisation for each colour band, and hence the 
corroboration function must search its local neighbourhood for appropriate 
edges before the constraints can be applied to the gradient orientations.
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Figure 3.7 (a) Original image, (b), (c) & (d) are the result of Canny 
operator applied on red, green and blue plane respectively, (e) & (f) 
show the result of two combining methods.

(e) (f>
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Table 3.3. Improvement on signal-to-noise ratio (relative to grey level 
image) for each of the 5 images (figure 3.3a-e) based on just the colour 
Canny edge detector, and then with the added gradient orientation 
corroboration.
Image Grey

level
Colour edges 
SNR ratio

Corroboration  
SNR ratio

1 1.0 1.02 2.62
2 1.0 1.37 1.63
3 1.0 1.55 1.55
4 1.0 1.01 1.43
5 1.0 1.63 2.07

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a mathematical and statistical comparison of 
colour and grey level edge detectors and has found that edges are detected 
equally well in colour and grey level images. The problem is how one can 
select an appropriate threshold or thresholds to include all the desired 
edgels and ignore the incorrect ones. The proposed solution is based on 
using the correlation of gradient orientations in the three colour planes as a 
parameter to distinguish the genuine and incorrect edgels. The 
corroboration function, which is described as a simple logical operation on 
the three colour planes, has been applied to both synthetic and real images. 
The initial experiment on synthetic images has shown a significant 
reduction in the number of false edges caused by slow changes of colour 
across a surface; also, the results on real images indicate an increase in the 
signal-to-noise level in selecting edgels, though the initial results on real 
images are much less dramatic than for the synthetic images. The problem 
of this approach is that it requires good localisation of the edge and 
consistency in the measurement of the gradient orientations in the three 
colour planes. Extracting a reliable measure of gradient orientation requires 
a high signal-to-noise ratio, and hence a Gaussian smoothing function with 
a large standard deviation is used; however, there is a trade-off between the 
amount of smoothing and good localisation of the edge [Can86]. A possible 
solution for improving the robustness of the corroboration function is to
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choose other different possible parameters which can be applied to resolve 
the ambiguities in edge selection. An extension based on the hysteresis 
thresholding originally used by Canny can be adapted to preserve edge 
continuity based on preserving those edges with minimum deviation of 
gradient orientations.
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Chapter 4
Segmentation of Colour Space

Abstract:

The aim o f this chapter is to study the segmentation o f  colour images 
through the segmentation o f  colour space. The study divided into 
parts: first is the segmentation method based on merging colours into 
clusters; the second is a method based on classifying colours into 
different classes.
F irs t p a r t:  An initial processing is performed to reduce the subset o f  
colours in the colour space. The reduction method employs the Peano 
scan to transform the three-dimensional colour histogram into one 
dimension and then conventional histogram equalisation is applied. 
Hence the merging algorithm is performed on the encoded images. 
The merging criteria are constructed based on the available 
information o f  each colour in the histogram and exploit the 
assumption that the distribution o f  each colour cluster in the colour 
histogram is unimodal. Each cluster is represented in a tree structure 
fo r  easy manipulation. The result shows that the algorithm is able to 
adapt to different shapes o f  clusters with no a priori knowledge about 
the clusters.
S e c o n d  p a r t:  This describes a segmentation algorithm based on 
classification o f  colours. Assumptions are made on the images that 
some o f the colours appearing on the image are known to the 
database. With such assumptions, the problem o f segmentation 
becomes an exercise o f  classification. A Colour Information Look Up 
Table(CILUT) is used in the process.
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4.1 Introduction

Image descriptions nearly always refer to parts (regions, features or objects) 
of the given images, thus the initial step in the image understanding process 
is segmentation, in which the image is divided into parts. Also the divided 
parts will be further processed to obtain their features, such as their shape, 
size, colour, position etc. Thus image segmentation and its performance are 
important to the overall image understanding system.

Most of the research work on image segmentation methods are mainly 
applied to the grey level image [HS85]. Their limitation can be easily 
understood, when two adjacent surfaces are the same in brightness but 
different in colour. Colour provides provide a larger discriminant space and 
the use of colour becomes an important issue on image segmentation. Some 
may consider that the segmentation method for colour images is an 
extension of grey level image method. This chapter reviews some of the 
early and current work in colour image segmentation based on partition the 
colour space.

Colour images may be segmented through the segmentation of the colour 
histogram. The colours of the pixels from a homogenous region will be 
close in the colour space. Also, the colours of the pixels from regions with 
different colour values will be located at a different position in the colour 
histogram.

Two approaches to segmenting the colour space are studied in this chapter: 
first the image data is considered as a set of different distributions in the 
colour space and assumes that each is unimodal, using a mode (peak) 
finding algorithm to merge colour groups. A colour compression process is 
applied to reduce the resolution of the colour histogram. If the cell size of 
the histogram is small, the data will be sparsely distributed and the 
segmentation results in many small clusters. If the cell size is increased, 
several adjacent distributions may be merged. The overall algorithm has 
been applied to a variety of images and the result shows that different 
shapes of clusters are formed in the histogram.
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The second approach is to classify image colours into different classes. 
Such an approach is required to model the characteristic of each surface and 
store it in a database (e.g. the colour database described in chapter 2). The 
algorithm has been applied to real images and the results show that this 
technique is effective.

"4.5.2 
Construction 
of Peano Scan

4.2 Signal-based 
Segmentation of 
Colour Images

4.3 Model-driven 
Segmentation of 
Colour Images

/ Properties of \ 
V Peano Scan J

4.7. Ì
Colour Information^

4.5 Reducing 
Colour Subsets 
Using Peano Scan

4.6 Using the Encoded 
Images with Merging 

Algorithm

4.8 Results on
Merging Colours

Figure 4.0 The structure of chapter 4.
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4.2 Signal-based Segmentation of Colour Images

In signal-based segmentation, the image data is considered as a set of 
random signals, and minimum a priori knowledge about the surface is 
required. The approaches are commonly statistical. Most of techniques 
exploit the characteristic of the distribution in the colour histogram or 
detect the discontinuity of the colour in the image. Generally the techniques 
are divided into four main categories: the first and second methods 
principally operate in the spatial domain of the image (edge detection and 
region growing); the other two mainly operate in the spectral domain 
(histogram thresholding and clustering). One may consider the studies of 
these techniques are an extension of grey level image segmentation. Edge 
detection on colour images will simply detect the discontinuities in three 
colour planes rather than the one plane for grey level image. More details 
on the edge detection on colour images can be found in chapter 3. Region 
growing methods first divide the image into basic regions, then either 
adjacent identical points or arbitrary small regions are merged into one 
region if they are similar, where the similarity criteria depends on the actual 
system.

Segmentation techniques based on analysis of the spectral distribution of 
the colour are more complicated. The two common techniques are 
histogram thresholding and clustering: histogram thresholding is based on 
separating colours; clustering is based on merging colours. More details are 
described in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Although the algorithm for segmenting 
the colour histogram is more complicated, the use of three-dimensional 
colour space provides a larger discriminative space. Research on 
segmenting the colour space have shown good results on the segmented 
images [KNF76, DBE77, CF83, Oht85, KB90],

4.2.1 Separating Colours

The segmentation algorithm based on separating colours in the histogram is 
commonly applied to three 1-D histograms rather than a single 3-D 
histogram. Each histogram summarises the distribution of values in one of
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the colour attributes, by searching for the appropriate thresholds that act as 
the separators between different distributions of data in the 1-D histogram, 
different regions can be found. Ohlander et al [OPR78] showed an example 
of using histogram thresholding techniques on their region splitting method. 
Their segmentation method takes a region of the image, and using 
histograms of the features' values in this region determines a threshold for 
one feature to be used to split the region into sub-regions. These sub- 
regions are then further segmented if needed. Determination of the 
thresholds of the histogram has been considered the problematic part of 
their segmentation techniques. Ohta [Oht85] attempted to ease the problem 
by finding a suitable set of colour features, such that each feature provides 
greater discrimination between the different distributions of data.

Figure 4.1 A 2-dimensional histogram of a colour images and its 
corresponding two 1-dimensional histograms.
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Tominaga [Tom86] used the same algorithm with a set of human perceptual 
colour attributes. There are some limitations with their algorithm, because 
distributions of colour in the 3-D colour histogram are not always mirrored 
in three 1-D histograms Figure 4.1 shows an example of a 2-D histogram 
and its corresponding 1-D histograms on different features. The first pair of 
thresholds 7/ & T2  of the histogram with feature Pi are not able to separate 
the two distributions, and neither is the pair of thresholds T3  & T4  on the 
histogram with feature P2 . There was an attempt at separating colours in a 
two-dimensional histogram by Sarabi & Aggarawal [SA81]; the algorithm 
used a priori knowledge for the determination of thresholds. The threshold 
is a curve in 2-D space (seen in figure 4.1, where C is the separator between 
the two distributions).

4.2.2 Merging Colours

The segmentation algorithms based on merging colours are considered as a 
process of finding different clusters in the colour space, since the colours 
situated within a cluster are assumed to be from a homogenous region. Also 
merging colours to form groups requires the use of some knowledge or 
assumptions about the distribution of the clusters.

The early algorithms only operate on the vector representation of colour 
data. Most of these clustering algorithms require a priori knowledge about 
the images (maximum number of clusters or the location of the cluster 
centres), fine tuning on the parameters (neighbourhood criteria), and 
enormous processing time is required because of the iterative nature of the 
algorithms, for example, k-means and ISODATA algorithms.

To date the most plausible clustering techniques operate on the features' 
(texture or colour) histogram and assume the cluster distributions are 
unimodal [KNF76, Kit76], and results of the analysis have shown that such 
an assumption is appropriate. Because of the unimodal assumption, the 
clustering algorithms [KNF76, DBE77, CF83, KB90] become a process of 
mode (peak) finding and linking relevant colours to their corresponding
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peak. Also the advantage of the algorithm is that no parameter is required 
and the process is not iterative [KB90].

4.3 Model-driven Segmentation of Colour Images

Model-driven segmentation can be considered as a process of classification 
with some predefined knowledge about the images. In comparison with 
signal-based segmentation, model-driven segmentation puts more 
restrictions on the images. The images must consist of surfaces that are 
similar to those in the model. Also the system is required to model the 
surfaces that are likely to appear in the image, and the process of modelling 
and classification should be performed under the same conditions. This 
technique is more applicable in an active vision system, because only the 
required surfaces are segmented from the entire image. Unnecessary 
processing on segmenting unrelated regions can be ignored. Furthermore it 
provides a shortcut for colour recognition, because the regions which are 
being segmented are those in the model.

A typical example can be found in Gonzalez-Rodriquez et al [GBS90] and 
Matas et al [MMK93] where they proposed a system for segmentation and 
recognition of coloured objects. The system consists of learning and 
recognition steps. The learning includes a clustering process that is used to 
discriminate different colour surfaces. The segmentation is achieved by 
recognition; the process is based on the colour distance between the image 
colour and the cluster colour representation. Other examples of 
segmentation by recognition are described in chapter 2.

4.3.1 Physical Approach on Image Segmentation

Specular highlights formed on the surface of a dielectric material will result 
in two or three distinctive colour regions in the image. These colour regions 
will be segmented into different regions by most of the signal-based 
segmentation algorithms, despite the fact that regions of different colours 
originated from the same surface. The specular highlight is due to the
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inhomogenous physical properties of the surface, the viewing orientation 
and the position of the illuminant. Shafer [Sha85] proposed a model that 
explains the relationship between these physical effects. Later Klinker et al 
[KSK90] analysed the relationship between the colour of the highlight and 
the object in the colour histogram. Using these relationships, it is possible 
to identity whether the highlight originated from the same object. Therefore 
the over-segmented regions resulting from the signal-based segmentation 
can be minimised.

The other common physical effect resulting from different colour regions 
on a homogenous surface is shading. The effect is caused by the difference 
in viewing and illuminant orientation at each location of the surface. 
Healey [Hea89] used the normalised colour system (described in chapter 2), 
which allows the algorithm to process a representation of a colour image in 
which the contribution to pixel values that are only due to the illumination 
and the materials' properties are preserved, but in which factors that are due 
to scene geometry have been removed. Hence the classification of pixel 
values are more stable.

4.4 Segmentation by Merging Colours

The colour image is segmented by separating the colour in its 
corresponding colour histogram. The algorithm exploits the distribution of 
colours in the histogram. It assumes that the pixel colours from a 
homogenous region are similar and are close in the colour space. Also the 
cluster they form in the colour histogram is a unimodal distribution [KB90, 
Kit76, MMK95, Oht85]. Therefore the problem on segmenting the colour 
histogram becomes an exercise in finding all the unimodal distributed 
clusters. Such assumptions are widely used in colour image segmentation 
and they are important to the cluster finding strategies. The algorithm is 
based on merging similar colours and mode (peak) finding within each 
cluster; such methods can be found in some early works in the machine 
vision community [KNF76, DBE77, CF83]. The advantage of the method is 
that it requires no a priori knowledge about the clusters. Also it is able to 
adapt to different shapes of cluster. The detail is described in section 4.4.1.
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Each cluster is represented by a hierarchical structure and the merging of 
two colours is based on a link established between them. The hierarchical 
structure for the clusters is described in section 4.4.2.

On studying the cluster finding algorithm, there is a problem that is 
associated with the cell size of the histogram [KB90] or in the other words, 
the quantisation step of each feature. If the cell size is small, the 
distribution extends over a large space and is fairly even within the cluster. 
On the other hand, if the cell size is large, several clusters may be merged 
because of the lack of resolution. In section 4.5, an encoding method is 
employed to adapt to the distributions of the histogram. The algorithm 
divides the colour histogram into a number of bins that have the same 
number of pixel counts. The bin size is determined by the size of the image 
and the required spectral resolution. The end product of the process is a 
reduced subset of colours which forms an equalised histogram, while it 
preserves characteristics of the distributions in the histogram.

4.4.1 Merging Criteria

In order to merge the colours within each cluster in the colour histogram, 
the algorithm exploits the characteristics of the clusters and the available 
information from the colour histogram.
The merging criteria are based on assumptions about the clusters: i) the 
colours from the homogenous region are close to each other in the colour 
histogram; ii) similar colours are close together and they form a cluster 
whose distribution is unimodal. The available information in the histogram 
is the location and the occurrences of the colour:

Each colour C, is represented as a vector (red, green and blue) in the 3- 
dimensional colour space.

Ci = [r,g,b]...... (4.1)

Each colour cell h{ C )  in the histogram contains the number of pixels that 

are represented by the corresponding colour vector. h ( ) is the histogram.
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Conditions for merging:

I. Closeness (similarity).
This is based on a distance measure between two colours. A Euclidean 
metric is used in this algorithm.

Distance = C r C j ...... (4.2)

where C, is the colour i, Q ] is the neighbourhood colour.
If the neighbourhood colour C , is the closest colour C , , then merge.

II. Pixel counts

w(C,) is the pixel count of the colour i .
If the neighbourhood colour C j has the highest pixel count among those

which have the same similarity (or distance) and is higher than or equal to 
colour C i»then merge.

When these two conditions are met, the two colours are merged. The two 
conditions are complementary. The first condition can resolve the 
ambiguity when several neighbourhood colours have an identical number of 
pixel counts. The second condition can resolve the ambiguity when two 
neighbourhood colours are equally close to the colour. This condition also 
provides part of the mechanism for the peak climbing.

An example of the colour merging is shown in figure 4.2. Consider colour 
C a, the closest colour to C a is C e and the pixel count of C e is higher 
than C a, therefore Q a and (Je are merged.

The non-uniformity of colours within each homogeneous region is assumed 
to be caused by Gaussian noise, generated during the image capturing or as 
a result of other physical effects such as the reflection functions of the 
surfaces which are a mixture of body and surface reflection. Therefore, the 
position of the peak within each cluster will be equal to the mean colour of 
each cluster.
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Figure 4.2 A Colour histogram with two connected clusters .
(the larger the spot, the higher number of pixel counts)

4.4.2 Hierarchical Link

In the cluster analysis, two similar colours are merged if the merging 
criteria are met and a link is established between the two colours, for 
example, Ca an(f Ce >n figure 4.2. When all the links are established in the
graph, a set of data colours is formed for each cluster. Since the distribution 
of the cluster is assumed to be unimodal, each cluster only contains one 
peak (mode). Each set of data colours can be easily mapped to a tree 
structure, in which the root of each cluster tree is the peak colour of the 
cluster. Therefore the peak searching become the process of finding the root 
in each cluster tree.

An example of the merging procedure applied to a set of colour data as 
shown in figure 4.3. The corresponding connected cluster structure is 
shown in figure 4.4.

An example is shown in figure 4.5. In order to perform the peak-climbing 
process, it simply includes the direction in each link, where the direction is
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from a low to a high pixel count. The reasons for using low-to-high 
direction is that all colours within a cluster are pointing to another colour, 
except the peak which is not pointing to any colour. Therefore the peak of 
each cluster can be easily found. The highest order of tree is the root, the 
lowest order of the tree is the leaf. Therefore when the cluster is mapped to 
the tree structure, the peak is the root and the colours around the boundary 
of the each cluster are the leaves. The tree structure of the cluster in figure 
4.5 is shown figure 4.6.

Figure 4.3 A set of merged colours 
in the histogram.

Figure 4.4 A set of connected 
colours.

Figure 4.5 A linked cluster in the colour histogram.
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Most of the links are unidirectional, the direction is from low to high 
because it sufficient for the labelling and mapping. For example, if the root 
p  of cluster 1 (see figure 4.6) is labelled, since all colours within the cluster 
are pointing toward their highest neighbourhood colours, there is a simple 
path from any colour to the peak colour. However if the direction is high to 
low, the labelling and mapping becomes more complicated. It is because in 
this structure, the colours around the boundary of the clusters have to be 
labelled instead of the peak (see figure 4.7). The difficulty is to find all the 
leaves within the same cluster and label them appropriately. For example, 
colour e only points to one colour in the low-to-high scheme, but in high- 
to-low, it points to many.

Figure 4.6 The structure of 
tree which represents the 
cluster shown in figure 4.5

PEAK pA\
•  •  •
e f  g

/ i w
•  •  •  •
a b e d

Figure 4.7 A tree structure of 
a cluster which has high-to-low 
directional link.

4.5 Reducing Colour Subsets Using Peano Scan

Colour compression is performed on the spectral domain of the image, for 
example, 24 bits per pixel is compressed into 6-8 bits per pixel. Colour 
compression is performed before the merging algorithm. This simplifies the 
merging by reducing the number of links needed to form the cluster tree 
(see section 4.4). In addition, the compressed image is more easily 
manipulated in the merging algorithm and it allows the images to be 
displayed with a frame store with a limited number of bytes for each pixel.
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Colour compression is achieved by merging a certain number of colours to 
form a small subset. It is necessary to ensure that the elements within the 
subsets are similar to each other. A Peano scan acts as a transformation 
between n-dimensional space and a 1-D space retaining some of the 
spatially associative properties of the space. More details about the 
properties and construction of Peano scan are described in section 4.5.1 and
4.5.2. As a result, analytic techniques to process the data, which are 
essentially single channel operations, can be applied, for example, 
histogram equalisation. This histogram equalisation operation results in a 
reduced subset of colours. The dominant colours (with high pixel count) are 
emphasised whilst the less noticeable colours (with low pixel count) are 
merged with their (dominant) neighbourhood colours and the pixel counts 
are accumulated. Although each subset has a similar number of pixel 
counts, the density of the set of less noticeable colours is lower. The 
histogram equalisation operation used in this chapter is described in section
4.5.3.

4.5.1 Properties of the Peano Scan

In 1890 mathematician Peano [Sim86] showed that a curve can be defined 
which has the properties of space filling on an n-dimensional digital space. 
Later Hilbert provided the geometrical definition for such a curve which 
can be obtained with a recursive process. The scan is able to transform any 
dimensional space to a one-dimensional curve without losing the spatial 
compactness of the data.

The relevant properties of the Peano scan can be summarised as follows:

1) The unbroken curve passes once through every element in the digital 
space and without intersecting itself at any point.

2) Points close on the curve are close in space.

3) Points close in space are likely to be close on the Peano curve.
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4) The curve acts as a transform to and from itself and n-dimensional space, 
preserving some of spatial properties on the scan.

A Peano-Hilbert scan is a mapping

f f ' - u f a p ^ V ^ n p ) ...... (4.3)

u(n,p) for the non - ordered set of hypercubes in n dimensions (2"P)- 

u(l,np) for the corresponding segments in one dimension Q!'P).

The mapping establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 2"P (n is the
number of dimensions and p  the precision) hypercubes in n dimensions and 
2"P intervals in one dimension, i.e. on a line. As a Peano-Hilbert scan 
orders the 2 "P hypercubes, there is a corresponding order of segments in 
the one-dimensional space.

An example of the Peano scan ( f f  \ and f f  l ) in 2-dimensional and 3- 
dimensional space is shown in figure 4.8 and 4.9 respectively.

Figure 4.8 f f ]  scan, 2-dimensional Figure 4.9 f j \  scan, 3-dimensional
Peano Scan with the resolution 32. Peano Scan with the resolution 4.

Applications of the Peano scan in image processing are found in image 
segmentation and classification. Quinqueton's clustering method [Qui78]
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employed the Peano scan to transform an n-D histogram to a 1 -D histogram 
and a minimum spanning tree was used to group the data. Lehar & Steven 
[LS84] used a Peano Scan encoding method [SLP83] (as described in this 
chapter) to generate a subset of colours and then applied these compressed 
colour sets for fast image enhancement. Lambert et al [LCB91] employed a 
Peano scan on both spectral and spatial domain of the images: firstly, an 
encoding method [SLP83] is used to reduce the colours to a maximum of 
256; secondly, a split and merge algorithm was used on the images which 
was spatially transformed using a two-dimensional Peano scan rather than 
the quad-tree representation. Therefore, splitting of the quad-trees is 
replaced with a process of splitting the Peano curve.

4.5.2 Construction of Peano Curve

The scan is an operation that maps the hypercubes in the n-dimensional 
space into points (or intervals) on a 1-D line. The mapping can be 
implemented in the form of a lookup table in which the index is the location 
of the hypercube in n-D space and the output is the position along the 
curve. Such a construction requires a large amount of memory if the 
dimension and precision of the digital space are high. For example, for a 3- 
D colour space with 256 levels for each dimension, the total number of 
locations is over 1.6 million. Also the process of entering the data (over 1.6 
million values) into the lookup table is time consuming if the mapping is 
generated manually. Alternatively the scan can be generated dynamically 
using a recursive process. The scan can be represented in a hierarchical 
structure. The scan can be decomposed into a sequence of seed scans. 
Using the definition used in section 4.5.1, the scan in the three-dimensional 
colour space with precision of 2* in each axis is represented by f f ?. The 
3-dimensional seed scan is There are 24 possible 3-dimensional seed 
scans [Hun88] with different starting and ending directions. For example, 
for the colour space with a red, green and blue axis, the starting direction of 
the scan is in the red axis and the ending in the green axis. The scan A is 
shown in figure 4.10. r+ and r- move one step forward and backward on the 
red axis; g+ and g- move one step forward and backward on the green axis, 
and b+ and b- move one step forward and backward on the blue axis.
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Figure 4.10 A 3-dimensional seed Figure 4.11 The seed scan A is 
scan H \  • represented in a tree structure.

The scan A can be represented in a tree structure and is shown in figure 
4.11. The pseudo code of scan A is shown below: The complete set of seed 
scans and the corresponding procedures for filling the 3-dimensional space 
can be found in Hung's [Hun88] report. There is also an example of a Peano 
scan H  shown in figure 4.12.

Example of seed scan procedure: 
procedure SeedscanA(i) 

if (i > 0)
begin
call procedure SeedscanB(i-l); 
r+;
call procedure SeedscanD(i-l);
g+;
call procedure SeedscanC(i-l); 
r-;
call procedure SeedscanF(i-l); 
b+;
call procedure SeedscanB(i-l);
r+ ;

call procedure SeedscanE(i-l); 
g-;
call procedure SeedscanC(i-l); 
r-;
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end;
end;

Where 2i is the resolution of the scan.

Figure 4.12 Peano scan f j \  in 3-dimensional colour space, the starting
and end point is red circled.

4.5.3 Histogram Equalization

By tracking through RGB colour space using the Peano scan and recording 
the pixel counts at each location in the 3-dimensional histogram, a 1-D 
histogram is formed. Because of the ordering along the Peano line, 
approximations can be made without severe colour errors, as close points 
are close in colour space. The problem of choosing the colours (LUT 
values) now becomes analogous to the technique of histogram equalization, 
where each bin in the 1-D histogram has similar number of pixel counts.

An initial "bin size" is the total number of pixels divided by the maximum 
number of required subset of colours.
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In this chapter, an attempt is made to use memory colours as the 
representation for different classes in the database and the classification 
process is implemented based on a lookup table classifier. The memory 
colours and the lookup table are identical to those described in chapter 2. 
Each class of colour is modelled from real images. Recall from section 2.4, 
memory colour consists of two components: a descriptive part and an 
algorithmic part. The descriptive part uses the mean colour of each class, 
whilst, the algorithmic part is based on a Mahalanobis distance measure. 
The index to the lookup table is the colour value of pixel and the output is 
the class number to which the pixel colour should belong.

Mahalanobis distance M D i . between the pixel colour i 
and the mean colour of class j.

where C oVj IS covariance matrix of class j

4.7.1 Colour Information Lookup Table (CILUT) 
Classifier

The major part of the system is the lookup table and the implementation is 
identical to the Colour Information Lookup Table (CILUT) which is 
described in chapter 2. Since the distance measure and corresponding class 
number can be processed off-line, the time spent on the classification 
process is only the time taken to search the information in the required 
lookup table location.

4.7.2 Problems On Classification Approach

There are some problems with this approach. The conditions for modelling 
the colour of each class are essentially the same as the one used for the test 
image. Changes of lighting will result in changes of the pixel colours (more 
details are described in chapter 5). However if colour constancy is to be 
added before the classification, the changes of pixel colour would be
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minimised. Also some of the colours are not classified in the image, 
because the corresponding colour surfaces are not modelled.

4.8 Results on Merging Colours

The merging algorithm with a compression process was applied to a range 
of images. The resulting colour histograms showed that different clusters 
with different shapes are formed. Also the resulting colour histogram is 
used as the mapping between the original image data and the segmented 
image. The following equations show the steps to map the original data to 
the resulting image.

l (x ,y ) is the original image.
/(x,.y) = [r,g,&]....... (4.6)

where r,g  and b is red, green and blue value respectively.
After the merging has applied, the resulting histogram H(r ,8,b) 

H{r,g,b) = l...... (4.7)
where l = 1 ...n, n is number of clusters found.

H (r,g,b):I(x,y) -»  R(x,y)....... (4.8)
R (x,y) is the resulting image.

On the result, it shows the image is segmented into a set of regions and can 
be seen in figures 4.14 and 4.15. Also it shows the algorithm is able to 
adapt to different shapes of clusters, and that can be seen in figures 4.19-28.

The following figures 4.13-4.16 show the original image and the output 
images. Figure 4.14 shows the output image (using a ‘rainbow’ colour 
lookup table to enhance the merged region) of the merging method, it can 
be seen that the similar colours from a homogenous region are merged. 
Figure 4.15 shows the output image using its ‘natural’ lookup table, in 
which each entry of the table is the average colour of cluster. With the use 
of this lookup table, any region of a particular range of colour can be easily 
selected. For example, in figure 4.16, the region of the brick wall that is
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light brown in colour is selected. (The selection process has been done 
manually).__________________

Figure 4.13 Original house image. Figure 4.14 The resulting image.

Figure 4.15 The output image with 
its ‘natural’ lookup table

Figure 4.16 The output image 
with the manually selected 
region

The colour histogram of the house image is shown in figure 4.17. The 
complete colour distribution of the house image is segmented. The 
segmented colour histogram is shown in figure 4.18 and each cluster is 
shown in figures 4.19-4.28. The results have shown that the algorithm is 
able to adapt to different shaped clusters which are not easily separated by a 
hyperplane.
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CLUSTERS FOR HOUSE IMAGE

c l u i l i r  1

CLUSTERS FOR HOUSE IMAGE

• • • c l u s t e r  5 c l u t t e r  6 • • • c l u t t e r  7 c l u t t e r  8
■ - - c l u s t e r  9 c l u t t e r  10

Figure 4.18 The segmented colour 
histogram, it consists of ten 
major clusters.

CLUSTERS FOR HOUSE IMAGE

• ■ • c l u s t e r  2

Figure 4.19 Cluster 1 Figure 4.20 Cluster 2
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Figure 4.21 Cluster 3 Figure 4.22 Cluster 4

Figure 4.23 Cluster 5 Figure 4.24 Cluster 6
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Figure 4.25 Cluster 7 Figure 4.26 Cluster 8

Figure 4.27 Cluster 9 Figure 4.28 Cluster 10

Another test image is the jelly bean image (see figure 4.29) in which four 
different colours of jelly beans are used. The purpose of using the jelly bean 
image is to test the algorithm initially and then compare the result with the 
colour classification algorithm (the algorithm is described in section 4.7).
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The image consists of five main colours including the background and is 
segmented from the colour histogram using the merging method. Figures 
4.30-4.33 show the jelly beans with a homogeneous colour which are 
selected with the use of its ‘natural’ lookup table.

Figure 4.29 The original image of jelly beans (size is 256 x 256)

Figure 4.30 Green regions Figure 4.31 Black regions
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Figure 4.33 Yellow regions 
(merging method and colour is selected with the use of lookup table)

4.9 Results on Classifying Colours

This section consists of two sets of results. The first set is that of the jelly 
bean image applied to the classifier. The resulting images shown in figures 
4.34-4.37 are very similar to the resulting images from the merging 
algorithm. This simple image (with only five dominant colours) provides a 
test image for the classifier and the results show the image can be 
segmented correctly. Since the classifier is simply a Lookup table, the 
processing time is proportional to the number of pixels. The second set is 
an image (see figure 4.38) which consists of several different coloured 
objects. The classified image is applied to the spatial clustering process 
(pixels with the same class are merged) and the average colour of the region 
is calculated. Figure 4.39 shows the resulting image. Also the results show 
that the different coloured objects are reliably segmented (see figures 4.40- 
4.43). However the region of specular highlight on the object surface is also 
segmented, because the colours are different from each other and the colour 
of the specular highlight is closer to white. Although there are specular 
highlights on the red jelly bean in figure 4.29, their colours are less close to 
white when compared with the distance to the red.
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•M  V - * >1 "

Figure 4.34 Green Regions Figure 4.35 Black Regions 
(Classifier method)

»** •  • i p i

Figure 4.36 Red Regions Figure 4.37 Yellow Regions
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Figure 4.38 The original image, Figure 4.39 The resulting image 
it consists of different colour objects, from the classifier.

Figure 4.40 Blue Regions Figure 4.41 Green Region
(Using the classifier approach)

Figure 4.42 Red Region Figure 4.43 Yellow Regions
(Using the classifier approach)
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4.10 Conclusion

Two approaches for segmenting colour space have been studied.

The merging algorithm based on mode (peak) finding has been used by a 
number of researchers and good results have been shown in their 
experiments. The algorithms require no parameters, such as the number of 
clusters or number of iterations. It is also able to adapt to different shapes of 
clusters. However the remaining problem is the determination of 
appropriate cell size of the histogram. With the use of Peano scan encoding 
as a pre-processing step, it is possible to adjust the cell size with respect to 
the distributions of histogram, and the result shows that most of the 
significant clusters are found in the histogram. Moreover, the technique can 
be applied to other feature spaces, for example, texture, but it would require 
an appropriate representation of texture of a region.

The segmentation based on classifying pixel colours into different classes is 
more effective because no pre-processing is required. It is simply a direct 
mapping between the pixel values and the classes through the Colour 
Information Lookup Table (CILUT, see section 2.6 in chapter 2). The 
objects should be viewed under the condition that does not cause any 
shading or specular highlights. It is necessary to capture the test images and 
model the object surfaces under the same lighting conditions. This is 
because the image colour is dependent on the light impinging on the surface 
and its reflectance. More details on how to achieve constant image colour 
under different lighting conditions are described in chapter 5. Despite the 
constraints of this approach, it is appropriate for object inspection in a 
manufacturing plant where the viewing and lighting conditions can be 
controlled. The beauty of the algorithm is its efficiency. The classifier is 
only applied to the pixel and such a process can be run in parallel. Also, 
the classifier and Colour Lookup Table are simple to construct.
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Chapter 5 
Colour Constancy

"All objects that are known to us from experience, or 
that we regard as familiar by their colour; we see 
through the spectacles of memory colour."

Hering 18781

Abstract:

In this chapter, it is shown that the use o f  memory colour can be found  
in various colour constancy algorithms and the mechanics o f  these 
algorithms are to drive the observed colours close to the memory 
colour(s) in the colour space. A new colour constancy algorithm is 
proposed based on fitting the observed colours in the image to a set o f  
memory colours in the colour database. The fitness criterion employs 
a least mean square error measure. A by-product o f  the match is a 
diagonal matrix fo r spectral transformation which enables the system 
to adapt to varying illumination conditions. Also, it presents the 
details o f  this simplified colour constancy algorithm, and provides 
results o f  its application to a number o f  test images

1 Original sentence is in Germen, translated to English by L.M. Hurvich & D. Jameson [HJ64]
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5.1 Introduction

It is common practice in current vision systems to perform object 
recognition by matching geometric model features with appropriate image 
primitives (e.g. comers, lines, surface detail). However, when the geometric 
objects' features are poorly detected in the image, due to lack of resolution 
(e.g. distant objects) or occlusion, such methods are unreliable. Although 
colour is an important attribute of objects, there are particular problems 
associated with employing colour analysis to aid object recognition 
strategies. Because an object's sensed colour results from an interaction 
between the spectral reflection properties of the object surface and the 
spectral properties of the illuminant, the colour of the object is not constant 
under different illuminants. For instance, an object's colour observed under 
a tungsten filament lamp will be quite different from that if neon or natural 
lighting was employed. Comparing the difference between the two colour 
distributions in the colour space which are shown in figure 5.0 and 5.1, one 
sees that there is a significant difference between the colour of the same set 
of objects when viewed under different lighting conditions. The problem is 
further complicated by the effects of mutual illumination from proximal 
surfaces, which will contain only a modified subset of the original 
illuminant, and by the presence of specular highlights.

Figure 5.0 The distribution of a set of objects’ colours
observed under a tungsten filament lamp.
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Figure 5.1 The distribution of same set of objects' colours observed 
(using the same settings of the camera) under bright sunlight.

Colour constancy (or spectral adaptation) is an important mechanism in 
human colour vision and has been widely investigated. This process 
enables humans to perceive constant colour of a surface over a wide range 
of lighting conditions. There have been several studies on constructing an 
algorithm which can mimic such a useful mechanism and they are based on 
the physical properties of surfaces, illumination and sensors, using 
mathematical tools and heuristic assumptions for investigation. Such 
studies can be split into two major issues: First, is what form of a 
transformation should be used in the algorithm to discount the effect of the 
illuminant; second, how are the parameters of the desired transformation 
computed. In this chapter, the work is focused on the second issue.

To date the most powerful colour constancy algorithm was proposed by 
Forsyth [For90] and was named Crule. Finlayson [Fin95] later reduced the 
complexity of the Crule algorithm by reducing the dimensionality of the 
colour space. A review of their algorithms and others are described in 
section 5.2. Section 5.3 illustrates the similarities between various 
algorithms including Crule. It shows that they were using memory colour(s) 
in their algorithms and the mechanics of the algorithms are to drive the 
observed colours close to the memory colour(s) in the colour space.
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In this chapter, I propose a new algorithm based on the matching between 
memory colour and the observed colour from the image. It exploits some of 
the existing methods. A brief description of the algorithm is given below.

The process of matching geometric features typically relies on extracting 
primitives from the image, followed by hypothesis generation and 
verification with geometric information stored in the form of a CAD 
database. This method can also be applied to matching colour information. 
Two questions have to be considered: what parameters should be used for 
the hypothesis; and what should be the criterion for the verification of the 
hypothesis. The parameters of the hypothesis used in this chapter are the 
elements of a diagonal matrix transformation which had proven sufficient 
[Fin95] for discounting the effect of changing illuminants. The verification 
of the hypothesis is based on the fitness between the two sets of colours 
(observed colours and memory colours in the database). The fitness is 
quantified by employing the least mean square error measure. A colour 
database is employed, which must contain a number of colours that are 
similar to those which appear in the scene (The database colours may have 
been determined under different lighting conditions). The philosophy of this 
approach and the others that are described in section 5.3 are found to be 
cognate with the belief of Hering, "All objects that are known to us from 
experience, or that we regard as familiar by their colour, we see through 
the spectacles o f memory colour".

Mondriaan images are used to generate the colour database, and have also 
been used initially to test the operation and reliability of the algorithm, 
which has proved to be robust in estimating the colour of coloured surfaces 
imaged under varying illumination conditions. Results of applying the 
method to a number of more realistic images are also presented. The results 
in section 5.7 show the algorithm performing effectively to aid the 
localisation and identification of objects. The major components of this 
chapter are displayed in figure 5.2
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5.2 Colour Constancy

The colour of a surface is an important feature of an object that can be used 
for its localisation and identification. However the observed colour of a 
surface is dependent on the illumination, because light reflected from the 
surface is the product of illumination and surface reflectance (see eqn. 2.1,
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2.2 and 2.3 in chapter 2). Therefore when the spectral content of the 
illumination changes, the observed colour of a surface will change. Colour 
constancy is the ability to recover surface descriptors from observed 
colours that do not change as the illumination changes. This ability is 
embedded in the human visual system, allowing us to approximate the 
constant colour of the surface over a range of illumination conditions.

In this chapter, I split the reviews on colour constancy into two major parts: 
first is the model of colour constancy; second is the mechanism of the 
algorithms. The first part describes the several colour constancy theories 
and different approaches. The second part concentrates on the mechanism 
of various algorithms.

Most of the models are based on a number of assumptions which are related 
to the physical properties of colour patches and the spatial and spectral 
distribution of the observed colour. The assumptions can be divided into 
two sets: first is the Mondriaan world assumptions and dielectric material 
assumptions; second is the heuristic assumptions about spectral distribution 
of the observed colours.

The Mondriaan world is commonly used for generating test images for the 
constancy algorithms or stimuli for human colour vision research. Some 
assumptions of the Mondriaan world which are commonly employed in 
those algorithms are listed below:

• A set of squared colour patches.
• A reasonable number of different coloured patches.
• The surfaces properties of the colour patches are Lambertian.
• A single source of illumination.
• An even illumination over the scene.

This set of assumptions is commonly considered as the standard for the 
research on colour constancy algorithms.
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5.2.1 Colour Constancy Models

The earliest and simplest coefficient adaptation proposed by Von Kriss has 
been proven [Fin95] to be the most general model for colour constancy. 
This model changes the coefficient of each colour channel or the coefficient 
of the basis functions which are used to describe the colour response of the 
surfaces. Other models [LM71, MW86, FD88, For90] are considered in the 
same class of coefficient adaptation models with appropriate sensor 
transformations [Fin95]. Since the sensor transformation is fixed and 
dependant on the spectral characteristics of the sensors rather than the 
illuminant, it is not considered as part of the adaptation process. The 
following paragraphs describe several colour constancy models.

Land's Retinex theory [Lan85] attempted to explain the mechanism of 
human colour perception. The colour descriptors of the observed surfaces 
are determined by a triplet of numbers, and each computed on a single 
waveband. The three wavebands are low, medium and high which are 
referring to red, green and blue respectively. The algorithm computes a 
relative colour descriptor for each surface, and the value of the relative 
colour descriptor is dependent on the spatial arrangement of surfaces. This 
is because the colour descriptor of each patch is computed with respect to 
its neighbourhood patches’ colour (See eqn. 5.9 & 5.10).

A finite dimensional model is popular for approximating the surface 
reflectance functions and illuminants. Several researchers [JMW64, WS67 
Dix78, PHJ89] have shown that low dimensional models (e.g. using three 
to five basis functions) are adequate for approximating the surface 
reflectance and illuminant function. Such a model allows the analysis and 
manipulation of these functions with linear algebra. Therefore the colour 
descriptor of a surface can be represented by a set of coefficients of the 
basis functions. The colour constancy models described in the next few 
paragraphs employ the finite dimensional model for a more accurate 
approximation of the spectral characteristic of the reflectance and 
illumination.
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Maloney & Wandell's [MW86] world of colour surface reflectance and 
illuminant functions are different from other researchers. The surface 
reflectance functions are modelled with two basis functions and the spectral 
density function of the illumination is modelled by three basis functions. 
The number of sensors must be greater than the number of basis functions 
for describing surface reflectance functions. The number of colour surfaces 
that appeared on the images must be greater than the number of basis 
functions of the illuminations. With all the required conditions, the 
algorithm is able to uniquely compute a matrix transformation that 
discounts the effect of the illumination, by solving a set of simultaneous 
equations. The equations are shown below. By computing the inverse of A,.
and multiplied by equation 5.4, the colour descriptor of each surface will be 
independent of the illuminant (see eqn. 5.5).

pi = \E{X)Sx{X)Rk{X)dX...... (5.1)

p i , the sensor respone at location x, 
and k class of sensors.

s*U) = î c r 'S , U ) ...... (5.2)
7=1

S'* (A) is the surface reflectance function at location x, 

£U) = Z £ \ £ \ U ) ...... (53)
7=1

E(A) is function for ambient illuminant, 
substituting eqn. 5.2 & 5.3 into eqn. 5.1 
p x = A sa x...... (5.4)
where A e is representing the illuminant matrix.
A->x = a* = ...... (5.5)

Forsyth [For90] had developed a body of mathematics to explain the 
transformation that discounts the effect of changing illumination and can be 
sufficiently represented by a diagonal matrix, if the photoreceptor spectral 
sensitivities are nearly disjoint. His algorithm is different from others: the 
approach is based on the surface reflectance constraints that will limit the 
feasible set of parameters for matrix M Lc • M ,,c is described in eqn. 5.6.
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C is the colour descriptor o f a surface observed under a canonical illuminant.
— C

C is the colour descriptor o f a surface observed under illuminant i.

C is the estimated colour descriptor.

Use a diagonal matrix c to compensate for the difference between the 
canonical illuminant and illuminant

Ho, Funt and Drew [HFD90] attempted to separate the colour signal into 
two components, illumination and reflection. The model required the 
measurement of the complete spectral response of an observed colour 
surface, which is not simple to obtain from a conventional colour CCD 
camera. However, they mentioned that such a measurement can be obtained 
from the image based on the effect of chromatic aberration [FH89]. In order 
to estimate the coefficients of the basis functions for the illumination and 
surface reflection functions, a few constraints are applied to limit the 
characteristic of the basis functions. Then, the coefficients of the estimated 
function will be approximated, based on the error between the measured 
spectral response of colour surface and the estimated functions (eqn. 5.7). 
The experiment was made on the simulated surface reflection and 
illumination data, no real images were used.

Combine eqn 5.2 and 5.3
m n

Approximate models with limited number of basis functions.

M(A)  is the spectral response o f a colour surface.

(5.8)

Finding the coefficients of ( j ., g. for which error is minimum.
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5.2.2 Colour Constancy Algorithms

For a machine vision system to perform colour object recognition with 
minimum restrictions on the condition of the illuminant, it is desirable to 
have a reliable colour constancy algorithm [For90, Swa90, MMK93, 
Fin95]. Also, some have assumed that the colour constancy processing 
should be performed before the model matching.

In this section, several algorithms are described which are generally limited 
to cope with Mondriaan-type images. All are based on a set of assumptions 
about the spatial and spectral distribution of the colours within the scene 
and these assumptions play an important role in the way of constructing the 
algorithms.

Some algorithms [Buc80, GJT87a,b] are based on the assumption that the 
average of the spectral response of all surfaces in the scene is constant for a 
wide range of situations. Hence, their surface colour descriptors can be 
computed by rescaling the response of all surfaces according to the ratio 
between average response of all surfaces and the predefined average. Such 
assumptions for processing a single image are quite easy to confound, since 
the combination of colour surfaces can be biased toward one particular 
colour. However, if a wide range of images is included in the process, the 
biased arrangement of colour surfaces may be reduced.

The final part of the Retinex theory [Lan85] is an algorithm to compute the 
illuminant invariant colour descriptors of surfaces. The colour descriptor of 
any surface i is represented by the average of all the logarithmic ratios 
between surface i and another (see eqn. 5.9-5.11). The assumptions of the 
algorithm are quite restrictive, because only one set of images is shown in 
the experimental results. Brainard & Wandell [BW86a,b] have made an 
analysis of the algorithm, showing that it is a form of normalisation process 
with a reference patch and it is not a plausible model for human colour 
vision. Later, Forsyth [For90] compared his algorithm with the Retinex 
algorithm, concluding that the different spatial arrangements of a set of 
colour surfaces will result in different colour descriptors for each surface.
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The relationship of surface i and j:

= X ^ lo g f y ...... (5.9)
k l k

A is representing one of the principle wavebands (red, green and blue)

¿log I k+1

/log^“  if log ¿+1

f lo g

Ik

I  k+\

> threshold,
•(5.10)

< threshold.

Average of relationships at surface i:

R Ad) = -M N •(5.11)

Another set of assumptions [DL86, Lee86] is that the material is an 
inhomogeneous dielectric and the spectral response of its specularity 
highlight is identical to the spectral density function of the illumination. 
Therefore, the surface descriptors can be computed by the multiplication of 
the inverse of the illumination matrix and the observed colour values. The 
algorithms rely on detecting the specularities of the observed materials. 
Their techniques for identifying the specularity are based on the 
dichromatic reflection model [Sha85], described in eqn. 5.12. The model 
represents two parts of light reflected from a surface. The interface and 
body parts are represented by L f  and L h respectively. This assumption is 
different from that for Mondriaan images, where all surfaces are 
Lambertian and the algorithm will fail for this case. From eqn. 5.11, one 
can see the proportion of body and interface is also dependent on the angle 
of light impinging on the surfaces, so the illuminant is not homogeneous 
over the image. Again, this is different from the common assumption for 
Mondriaan images. Consequently the algorithms can only compute the 
chromatic feature of the illumination, since the intensity is not constant 
over the image.

L  W,Ue,g) = LM >i,e,g)+ L b(h,i,e,g)

= m f 0> s)c f M + rrii (*>» s)cb M ...... (5-10
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where i is the angle of incidence of light,
e is the angle of exitance (reflected light), g is the phase angle.

A practical approach to colour constancy was suggested by Tsukada & 
Ohta [TO90] by which the geometrical feature of the objects is used for 
initial identification. When an object is identified, the spectral adaptation 
begins by computing the difference between the colour of an observed 
surface and its colour in the object database. It should be considered that 
this approach is a constrained algorithm since it required certain objects to 
be present in the scene.

Forsyth's novel algorithm called Crule [For90] exploits the surface 
reflectance constraints to limit the mappings ( M lx-> see eqn. 5.6 in section
5.2.1) between the colour gamut of an observed scene under an unknown 
illuminant and the colour gamut of the same scene under a canonical 
illuminant. Furthermore, Finlayson [Fin95] limited the mappings by 
imposing an illumination constraint and reducing the parameters of the 
mapping. It is easier to understand through the graphical representation of 
the colour gamut and the feasible mappings. Figure 5.3 shows the graphical 
representation of an observed image gamut in a two-dimensional colour 
space. Each set of feasible mappings is constructed by finding the mappings 
between one of the hull points of the observed colour gamut under an 
unknown illuminant to all the hull points of the colour gamut of possible 
surface reflectances. The colour gamut of possible surface reflectances is 
assumed to include all the surface colours in the world (ideally) and can be 
seen in figure 5.4 and the convex hull of the data is considered as the 
surface reflectance constraints. The intersection of all sets of feasible 
mappings can be seen in figure 5.5, showing the mappings for M ,x with
two parameters, yri\ and m 2 •

The key of this approach is to explore the physical properties of the surface 
reflectance and illumination, then apply the constraints to limit the set of 
mappings (see figure 5.5). The blue patterned area in figure 5.5 is the 
remaining set of mappings which satisfy all the physical conditions. The 
last part of both algorithms is to compute the trace1 of each remaining

1 The sum of the diagonal matrix elements.
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mapping. The assumption in the algorithm is that the best mapping is the 
one with the maximum trace. In other words, the mechanism of the 
algorithm is to expand the volume of the observed colour gamut, such that 
the boundary of the observed colour gamut moves close to and within the 
boundary of colour gamut of all the possible surface reflectances. From the 
experimental results [For90], they reported that the increase in the number 
of distinctive colour surfaces will increase the constancy of the colour 
descriptor of the observed surface. It can be explained that more distinctive 
colours appearing in the images will increase the probability of the 
occurrence of these colours, which correspond to the hull points of the 
colour gamut of the possible surface reflectance, and more observed colours 
correspond to the hull points of the possible surface gamut will reduce the 
set of remaining feasible mappings.

Figure 5.3 The colour gamut of 
an observed image under an 
unknown illuminant.

Figure 5.4 The colour gamut of all 
possible colour surfaces observed 
under a canonical illuminant, which 
forms the basis of surface 
reflectance constraints.
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Figure 5.5 The set of feasible mappings and illumination constraints.

5.3 Colour Constancy with Memory Colour

There are several examples [Bri78, Lan85, For90, Fin95, LM71, Buc80, 
GJT87, NS94, TO90] in which memory colours or reference colours are 
used in algorithms. The mechanics of the algorithms are to drive the 
observed colours close to the memory colours or reference colours. The 
number of memory or reference colours that are used varies from a single 
colour to a set of colours. All of them expect that the reference or memory 
colours is obtained by observing the image colours under the canonical 
lighting condition (ideally it is white light1).

The earliest algorithm proposed by Von Kriss [WB86] was based on a local 
averaging process, which assumes the average of the observed colours 
corresponds to a pre-defined average. Figure 5.6 shows a graphical 
visualisation of the algorithm: the gamut of the observed colours is in pink 
and the transformed colours are in blue. The mechanism is to transform the 
observed colour close to the predefined average colour. Later Buchsbaum 
[Buc80] and Gershon et al [GJT88] followed this heuristic assumption with 
different ways to compute the average of the observed colours.

1 Evenly distributed power density function (pdf) of illuminant.
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X Average Colour 
#  Pre-defined

*o

Figure 5.6. The changes of observed colours in the colour space when 
the averaging colour constancy algorithm is applied.

Figure 5.7 The changes of observed colours in the colour space when 
the colour constancy algorithm with a predefined white is applied ( 
Under a transformation, the colour at location X will become the 
colour at location •).

Another version of the algorithm [Lan85] assumes that the brightest patch 
in the scene is a white patch and it corresponds to a predefined white. 
Therefore computing the mapping between the colour descriptor of the 
brightest patch and the predefined white will provide the mapping that 
transforms the observed colour under an unknown illuminant to the 
canonical illuminant. Figure 5.7 shows the effect of the algorithm, where 
the gamut of the observed colours is in pink and the transformed colours are
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in blue. Alternatively, others [Bri78, NS94, NS91, TV91] suggested that a 
white patch or several distinctive colour patches are placed at a known 
location(s) in the scene, so that the algorithm becomes a calibration 
process.

Figure 5.8 The changes of observed colours in the colour space when 
the Crule algorithm is applied.

Forsyth [For90] has shown that Crule computes a more consistent colour 
descriptor for each colour surface than other previously proposed 
algorithms when applied to Mondriaan images. Figure 5.8 shows the effect 
of the algorithm; the gamut of observed colours, the transformed colours 
and all the possible surface reflectances are bounded by the blue, red and 
green lines respectively. The Crule algorithm is applied to a three- 
dimensional colour space, though figure 5.8 only illustrates the principle of 
the algorithm in a two-dimensional colour space. In this algorithm, the 
boundary colour of all possible surface reflectances can be considered as 
the memory colours and the mechanics of the algorithm is to transform the 
colour close to but without moving beyond, the boundary. Also, one will 
realise that if the observed colours do not correspond to any of the 
boundary colours of all possible surface reflectances, the constancy of the
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colour descriptors of observed colour patches will be reduced. Forsyth had 
concluded in his thesis that more distinctive colour patches appearing in the 
scene will increase the constancy of the colour descriptors. It can be easily 
explained since more distinctive colours will increase the chance of the 
occurrence of the boundary colours in the scene.

All these algorithms are easily confounded by a situation where the 
majority of the observed colours are biased toward a small range of similar 
colours. Also changes of the predefined average, white or the boundary 
colours will affect the values of the recovered colour descriptors. For 
example, given the set of observed colours, but using a different predefined 
average colour, the resulting colour descriptors of the patches will be 
different. Therefore Hering's belief, "All objects that are known to us from 
experience, or that we regard as familiar by their colour, we see through the 
spectacles of memory colour", can be applied in these situations.

The current thinking in solving such a problem is to constrain the mappings 
between the observed colour and memory or reference colours. Surface 
reflectance constraints [For90] and illumination constraints [Fin95] are the 
typical examples which are able to limit the mappings. In this chapter, the 
algorithm proposed has exploited those constraints, and further constrains 
the possible mappings by introducing a fitness measure between the 
observed colours and memory colours.

5.4 Colour Matching

In this research, the problem is defined differently from other research on 
colour constancy algorithms for machine vision, since the colour database 
is incorporated into the overall system. It computes a relative colour 
descriptor of each patch with respect to the colour in the colour database. If 
a set of colour patches is observed under two different lighting condition, 
the computed colour descriptors with respect to the same colour database 
will be the same. The process of computing the relative colour descriptor is 
based on transforming the observed colours (which are captured under a 
different lighting condition) to a ‘normal’ colour space where the colour
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database is formed, and find the optimal match between the observed 
colours and the colours (memory colours) in the database. The colour 
constancy is assumed to be the by-product of this matching.

Therefore, for a set of observed colours under an unknown illumination, the 
question is how to compute the parameters of a transformation that will 
transform the observed colours close to colours in the colour database. The 
colour gamut of a set of observed colour surfaces under unknown 
illuminant is shown in figure 5.9. The set of memory colours (colour 
database) as modelled from the real images is shown in figure 5.10. All the 
observed colours correspond to the colours in the database and the changes 
of a colour's position in colour space are due to changes of the illumination. 
Therefore if an appropriate and consistent mapping can be applied to the 
observed colours to reduce the discrepancies between observed colours and 
the colours in the database, then we can achieve colour constancy. Figure
5.11 shows the result of such a transformation.

Figure 5.9 The colour gamut of observed colour surfaces in the colour 
space.
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Figure 5.10 The plot of memory colours in colour space.

Figure 5.11 The transformed colour gamut in the colour space.

Now the problem has been defined, the following questions are raised:

• what is the form of the transformation which will be sufficient to 
discount the unknown illuminant?

• what physical properties of illumination and surface can be 
exploited by the system?

• what are the settings for the experiments?
• how to model the colour surfaces?
• how to quantify the measure of fitness between the set of observed 

colours and the memory colours in the colour database?
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Some of these questions have been addressed by other researchers. The 
diagonal matrix transformation has been shown [Fin95] to give a simple 
solution for colour constancy and provides an appropriate transformation 
when applied with respect to the response of the filters [Fin95, For90] that 
are used in the image acquisition process. Also, a heuristic approach 
[WB86] based on the analysis of the Von Kriss adaptation has shown that 
the choice of filters is important for the accuracy of the colour constancy 
system.

The set of all possible surface reflectances has been proven to be convex 
[For90]. This is useful for limiting the set of feasible mappings between the 
observed colours under an unknown illuminant and the colours under a 
canonical illuminant. In model-based vision, most of object surfaces can be 
modelled and stored in a form of database. This database can be used to 
construct the surface reflectance constraints. Therefore, the colour response 
of significant or dominant colour surfaces found in the image should be 
within the colour gamut of all possible surface reflectances. Another useful 
constraint proposed by Finlayson [Fin95] is the illumination constraint that 
further limits the possible illumination mappings. The construction of an 
illumination constraint can be considered as another modelling routine in 
model-based vision where certain elements of the environment are 
controllable and within a limited set. For example, in a laboratory 
environment where the possible sources of illuminations are daylight, 
fluorescent light or a mixture of both, the illumination constraint can be 
easily modelled. In the Mondriaan world, these constraints are applicable, 
because other physical effects, such as mutual illumination, three 
dimensional objects and dielectric materials are assumed to be absent from 
the scene. Also Finlayson [Fin95, FH97] constructed an algorithm, ‘colour 
in perspective’, to reduce the complexity of the Crule approach by 
decreasing the dimensionality of the colour space.

The system was initially tested with a Mondriaan image, which provides a 
common test ground for different algorithms; their simplicity provide a 
good starting point for any system to evolve to cope with more complicated 
and realistic assumptions about the world.
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5.4.1 Formulation

The fitness measure between the observed colours from the image and the 
colours in colour database is based on a least mean square error measure. 
The hypothesised transformation is first generated and then verified based 
on this fitness measure. It assumes that the observed colours correspond to 
the existing colours in the colour database and that the changes of value of 
the colour descriptor in the colour space are due to changes of illumination. 
The following equations define the error between the two sets of colours.

Let the colours modelled using illumination i in the database be represented 
by C ,,C .,C , - C  . n is number of colours in the colour database.

The observed colours from an image under an unknown illuminant are 
represented by C .,C ,,C .,--C  . , - C  . m is number of observed colours

in the image. The colour descriptor of a modelled surface j  observed under 
illuminant i is represented by C. . The colour descriptor of surface k

observed under illuminant u is represented by Cu

£  M ,S t ...... (5.12)

where M , is the illumination matrix i 

and S is the vector for surface reflectance j.

= M ,S t ...... (5.13)

where M u is the illumination matrix u 

and S, is the vector for surface reflectance k.

Suppose the surfaces observed in the image correspond to a colour in the 
database. It is required to compute a transformation M ,m to account for
the difference between illuminant u and /.

...... (5.14)
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This transforms the observed colours to their corresponding colours in the 
colour database as close as possible, err Jk is the error between the
transformed colour k from the image and the colour j  in the database. h i ,M 
is the hypothesis transformation between illuminant i and illuminant u. 
MitUcuk and Ç.. are vectors; the error between them is measured by

calculating the Mahalanobis distance. The variability of the distribution of 
surface j  is represented by covariance matrix C oVij •

Mahalanobis distance is Qf f j  k,

err = Q.iJ[ Cov^M i,u£ u,k~  £ / j ] ....... (5-15)

For each hypothesis p  and p  = 1...«, M iiUtP, the overall error measure

associated with the accumulation of distances between the transformed 
colours and their corresponding colours in the colour database is computed.

The overall error O e r r  p f°r the hypothesis transformation matrix u p >ls '■

Oerr p = S  \m  i,uG.u,k~Q-i,j I  Cov.j \m  i,uQ.u,k~Q.i,j........ 5̂16^

All the hypothesis transformations are tested against the constraints and the 
corresponding Oerr „ will be compared.

5.4.2 Colour Database

The use of a colour database is a particular feature of the overall system, 
because the observed colours under an unknown illumination are 
transformed on the basis of the fit between the set of observed (image) 
colours and the memory colour in the colour database. Memory colours in 
the colour database can be modified based on knowledge about the local 
environment (see chapter 2, section 2.4).

The colour database was generated from a Mondriaan image of colour 
patches which are Lambertian. (It is also possible to model some colour
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patches with a dielectric characteristic if an appropriate highlight detection 
process is used for pre-processing. However, this type of material is not 
considered in this thesis.) All colour patches are imaged under the same 
illumination. This is the learning process for the system. The system 
records the average colour descriptor of each colour patch and the 
variability of the distribution in the colour descriptors. The variability 
originates from the slight inconsistency of the surfaces' reflectance. These 
distributions are assumed to be Gaussian. The common approach for 
representing a Gaussian distribution in multi-dimensional space is to 
compute the mean vector and covariance matrix. The equations are shown 
below.

Colour surface j.
Mean colour descriptor of surface j  under illumination i

Covariance matrix of colour surface i.

where n is the number of example pixels.

5.4.3 Surface and Illumination Constraint

The set of all possible surface reflectances has been shown to be convex, 
but this set has to be modelled by real data since no mathematical model is 
found for constructing the set. In this system, all available colour patches 
are imaged under the same illumination (the ideal illuminant is white
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light1)- The set is formed by finding the convex hull of the colour gamut. 
This set provides the part of the constraint to confine any hypothesis 
transformation. The other part of the constraint is dependent on the colours 
found in the image (see section 5.2.2, Crule algorithm). The greater the 
variety of colours appearing in the image, the greater the constraint. The 
hypothesis transformation is applied to all observed colours and the 
transformed colours are tested against the set of all possible surface 
reflectances. However, Forsyth [For90] proved that the process can be 
simplified by finding the intersection set of all mappings that map the hull 
points of the colour gamut of the image to the set of all possible surface 
reflectances (see the diagram in section 5.2.2). The intersection set is the 
surface reflectance constraints which is used to confine the set of 
hypothesis transformations.

The illumination constraint is the set of the inverse of illumination matrix 
multiplied by the illumination matrix that is used to model the memory 
colour. The hypothesis transformation aims to discount the changes of 
illuminants and the illumination constraint is used to confine them.

C is the sensed colour under an unknown illuminant u
— u ,j

c = M us— U,J U _ J

where j\/[u is the matrix for an unknown illuminant.

Since the colours in the database is modelled under different illuminant i,

C is the memory colour j  modelled under an unknown illuminant i

i.rM-s,
where is the matrix for illuminant i.

To transform the observed colour j  to memory colour j , requires two matrix 
multiplications.

1 Evenly distributed power density function (pdf) of illuminant.
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cIJ~M,M:'M.s1.....(si?)

Therefore for each possible illuminant m, it is required compute M , M m ' 
and the convex hull of this set will be the illumination constraint. The 
illumination constraint only uses the chromatic part of the illumination 
because the intensity of the illumination will not be confined.

5.4.4 Algorithm

The system is divided into two parts. The first part is an off-line process 
that is used to model the variability of colour surfaces. The representation 
of a colour surface consists of its mean colour and covariance matrix. The 
other part is the on-line process which begins by generating hypothesis 
transformations to map observed colours to each colour in the database. 
Parameters for a transformation are generated by the match, and a 
verification procedure is used to determine the consistency of the 
transformation in mapping the other observed colours into the database. 
The first verification procedure is that the set of hypothesis transformations 
will be tested against the surface and illumination constraints. For the next 
step, an error measure err jk (see eqn. 5.15) of each pair of matched
colours is computed and the average of the overall error Oerr p is used as

the criterion for estimating the degree of fitness between the observed 
colours and the colour database. Computing the error measure Oerrp in

eqn. 5.16 requires: firstly finding the closest colour in the colour database 
to each transformed colour; secondly computing the errj k between these

two colours. The final step of the algorithm provides a set of 
transformations which result in a good fit between the observed colours and 
the memory colours.

The colour matching algorithm is summarised:-

1. Generate a transformation by matching every observed (image) colour 
and the memory colour in the database.
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2. Test the hypothesis transformation against the surface and illumination 
constraints

3. Apply the hypothesis transformation to the observed colours and 
compute the total error measure.
4. Choose the transformation which resulted with the minimum total error 
measure and apply this to the observed colours (for further verification of 
assumptions with other object feature).

There are some implementation considerations which can simplify and 
speed up the performance of this process. For step 1 of the algorithm, an 
accumulator space can be used where the parameters of the hypothesis 
transformations are used as the index. The accumulation space will reflect 
the consistency of the transformations and is shown in figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12 Accumulation space of hypothesis transformations.

The hypothesis transformations within the blue boundary form a dense 
cluster. It indicates that one of them will provide a consistent
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transformation which transforms the observed colours close to the colours 
in the database. Therefore, instead of verifying all the hypothesis 
transformations, it is only required to consider those within the cluster 
constraints. Figure 5.12 is an imaginary example which shows that the 
colour vector has two bases which are laid on the axis of yyi\ and YYli •
Step 3 of the algorithm requires an exhaustive search and computes the 
distance between a transformed colour and colours in the database. 
Therefore it will be computationally expensive. One alternative is to use a 
lookup table where the index is the transformed colour descriptor and the 
output is the error measure associated with the index and represents the 
nearest colour from the database. More detail on the Colour Information 
Look Up Table (CILUT) can be found in chapter 2, section 2.5.

5.4.5 Unknown Colours

A observed colour is defined as an unknown colour when it does not 
correspond to any of the colours in the colour database. Therefore in the 
process of accumulating the error of each match, if the error, CYY jk »

exceeds a defined value, the observed colour will be considered as an 
unknown colour and excluded. If the number of unknown colours is greater 
than the known colours, the hypothesis transformation is rejected. 
Therefore there are two parameters that have to be determined: first, the 
allowable error QYY jk of a match; second, the ratio between the number of

known and unknown colours. The allowable error is defined according to 
the distributions of memory colours in the colour space. If the memory 
colours are close to each other in colour space, the allowable error is set to 
a small value, because the observed colour may be close to its 
corresponding memory colour. However if the memory colours are sparsely 
distributed in the colour space, the corresponding memory colour and 
observed colour may be far apart. The allowable error is determined by the 
minimum of the distances between a pair of memory colours. The distances 
between a pair of memory colours is shown in eqn 5.19. The ratio is the 
number of pixels with known colour to the unknown colour. The equation 
is shown in eqn 5.21. Since the algorithm assumes that majority of the
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observed colours will have a colour corresponding to a memory colour, 
therefore the ratio will be smaller than one.

Mahalanobis distance between memory colour i to colour j  is gy,f ,t ,

where i ^ j  

9 is the ratio
kc is number of pixels are represented by known colour, 
uc is number of pixels are represented by unknown colour. 
q is the constant to ensure the denominator is not zero.

These values are not used in the experiment I which is described in section 
5.5, since no unknown colours are included in these images. However, they 
are used in the experiment II which is described in section 5.6.

5.5 Experiment I

This experiment is designed to test the operation of the algorithm with 
Mondriaan images. It demonstrates the qualitative and quantitative 
differences of the images observed under different lighting conditions. The 
observed colours of these images are input to the algorithm, and the 
resulting colours are observed and measured. There are two quantitative 
comparsions between the memory colours in the colour database, the input 
colours and the output colours of the Mondriaan images . The performance 
measure indicates how well the algorithm performs in computing the 
constant colour descriptors of the patches over a range of illuminants. The 
two measurements used in the experiment are described in section 5.6.2 and 
the resulting images and data are shown in section 5.6.3.

C is memory colour i and c  is memory colour j

(5.20)

9 = - ^ - ...... (5.21)
kc + q
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Firstly a Mondriaan image is used to build the colour database. Secondly, 
the same image is observed under several unknown illuminants and used as 
the input to the algorithm. All images are captured under the settings 
decribed in section 5.5.1. The input images to the algorithm contain no 
unknown colours. Therefore no parameter is required to be set for the 
rejection of colours. The selection of colours for building the colour 
database is subjective, based on two factors: the colours of the patches are 
well distributed in the colour space; the colours are saturated and bright. 
The chosen colour patches have the colours that are similar to those that 
appear in the images in experiment II (see section 5.6).

5.5.1 Experimental Settings

The experimental settings described below are used for building the 
memory colours in the database. The test images used in this section and 
section 5.7 are captured under the same settings.

Colour Patches
Figure 5.13 The settings for capturing images.
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Initially the Mondriaan picture observed under canonical illuminant is used 
to build the representation of colour in the database. Canonical illuminant is 
assumed to be the reference, the one chosen in these experiments is one 
similar to the sunlight and comparatively brighter than other available 
sources. Also the colour observed under any other illuminant will be 
transformed to the value when the colours are observed under the canonical 
illuminant. The spectral characteristics of the canonical illuminant (curve 
shown in yellow) are shown in figure 5.14.

Figure 5.13 shows the setting for capturing a colour image. Photoflood light 
is used with a diffuser to provide constant illumination over the colour 
patches. Illumination with different spectral characteristics was created by 
using different colour filters (Lee filters) placed in front of the light source.

Figure 5.14 The response of three different filters and the spectral 
density function of two different illuminants.

A Mondriaan style image, made up of a set of colour patches (which have 
matte surfaces and are considered Lambertian) is imaged normal to the 
camera axis, with the light source position arranged to minimise shading or 
highlighting. A monochrome CCD camera with gain control disabled is
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used with three primary colour filters (Kodak Wratten filter nos. 29, 47B 
and 58) for colour separation. The spectral transmittance characteristics of 
the three filters are shown on figure 5.14. Also, because the sensors’ 
spectral response is beyond the visible range (400nm-700nm), an infra-red 
cut-off filter is used. The images are quantised to 8 bits per colour channel.

The Mondriaan image is captured under a canonical illuminant. The mean 
colour and covariance matrix of each patch is calculated. Figure 5.15 shows 
the 36 mean colours which are used in the database. The colour information 
lookup table is built based on these real data and used in the experiments 
described in this section and section 5.6.

Figure 5.15 The memory colours of the colour database in the colour 
space.

5.5.2 Measurements

Two measurements are used for the comparison of the input and output 
colours to the memory colour in the colour database: the average of the 
absolute (see eqn. 5.23) and the relative (see eqn. 5.24) differences between 
the two colour sets. The input and processed images are interpreted in terms 
of these measurements and the data are summarised in table 5.2 & 5.3.
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D r,, D g, and D b, are the absolute differences between the average 

colour of an observed patch i and its corresponding colour j  in the database.

D r,i~ C r,i~ Crj 

D g J= C u -C u ....... P.22)

Db,i~Cb,~ Cbj
Subscript r, g and b correspond to red, green and blue planes respectively.

D rJ> D g i D b i are the average of D r, , D gi and D hl respectively.
n

~  Z D r  i 
Dr = 1=1 ’

n
n

= ^Dg,i
Da ~ / = !

f t
n

n  = Zi ^D b *=l
n
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The average of relative differences in percentage, p  , p  and p b are
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5.5.3 Results

Mean colour values for each colour surface are shown in table 5.1 (column 
2), corresponding to each colour surface in raster order (each colour is 
marked with reference to table 5.1). Figure 5.17 shows the set of colours 
imaged under the first unknown illuminant and the average colour values 
are also listed in table 5.1 (column 3). In order to demonstrate the operation 
of the matching algorithm on a reduced set of colours, an arbitrary subset of 
the image from figure 5.17 have been selected. The output of the system 
corresponding to figures 5.18 & 5.19 and the average colour values are 
shown in table 5.1 (columns 4 and 5). Although the resulting colours in 
figures 5.18, 5.20 & 5.22 look identical to the colours in figure 5.16 (the 
colours in the database), there is still a small difference between them and 
these values are indicated in table 5.2 and 5.3.

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 124

25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35
■ ■ ■ ■

36

Figure 5.16 Mondriaan image under canonical illumination.

The experiment with selected regions of figure 5.17 indicates that even with 
fewer colours in the image (figure 5.19), the system still able to adapt to the 
illumination. Also, the average of absolute differences with respect to the 
reference is approximately only 7-10 grey-levels for each channel. These 
results indicate that the diagonal matrix transformation is sufficient to 
generate a well matched set of colours. Results in table 5.3 indicate the 
significance of changes when the algorithm is applied to the input images
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and also shows that the algorithm is accurately approximating the colours 
of the patches.

Figure 5.17 Input image (under 
bias illumination)

Figure 5.18 Output image of the 
algorithm with the input image 
shown Figure 5.17

Figure 5.19 Selected regions from 
image shown in Figure 5.17. algorithm with the input image

shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.21 Input image (under 
bias illumination).

Figure 5.22 Output image of the 
algorithm with the input image 
shown in Figure 5.21

Table 5.1 Average colour values r,g,b, for the patches under different
illuminant s, also shown in figure 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 & 5.20.

figure 5.16
under
canonical
illumination
r,8,b

figure 5.17 
under bias 
illumination 
r,g,b

figure 5.18 
all colours input 
to the system, and 
its output r,g,b

figure 5.20 
selected region 
input to the 
system, and its 
output r,g,b

Patch no.
i 144 ,176,92 51,127,57 144 , 184,82
2 196 ,200,148 68, 139,100 192 ,204,147
3 208 ,176,136 72,125,95 206 ,184,138
4 188 ,164,160 65,119,113 188, 168,165
5 144 ,108,104 52, 78,72 144 ,112,105
6 160 ,116,140 57,85,99 160,121,144
7 148 ,188,164 54,133,109 152 ,192,160
8 104 ,116,180 42,85,120 116 ,121,176 108 ,125,183
9 104 , 148,124 41 ,109,89 116 ,156,128 108 ,162,137
10 88, 132,104 38 ,98,75 109 ,140,108 102 , 146,117
11 92,148,204 39 ,110,140 108 ,160,212 104 ,162,220
12 224 ,204,212 79, 141,143 224 ,204,211
13 132,152,148 50 ,113,100 139, 164,148
14 80 ,80,136 36 ,52,97 96, 72,140 93, 74,145
15 92,88,100 39 , 60,68 111 ,84,101 104 ,86,108
16 96, 76,84 40,47,57 103 ,67,84 104 , 66,88
17 216 ,80,96 74,51,66 208 , 72,96 201 , 75,100
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figure5.16
under
canonical
illumination
r,g,b

figure 5.17 
under bias 
illumination 
r,g,b

figure 5.18 
all colours input 
to the system, and 
its output r,g,b

figure 5.20 
selected region 
input to the 
system, and its 
output r,g,b

Patch no.
i s 224 ,168,216 78, 123,145 219 , 182,212
19 144 ,156,208 52,115,132 156 , 170,196
20 88,100,156 38 , 72,111 100 ,102,162 96,104,176
21 173, 141,129 60, 102,92 169,148,134 183 ,146,135
22 90,80,89 38 ,49,58 104 , 68,85 96, 70,81
23 193 ,84,102 67,53,71 189 , 75,103 204 , 73,108
24 228 ,190,206 74,132,140 215 ,190,210
25 92, 124,177 38 , 91,115 108, 130,170
26 112,155,100 43 ,113,65 124 , 164,92 108 , 160,94
2 7 213 ,201,133 72, 138,94 204 ,201,138 223 ,208,143
28 211 , 98,101 73,66,69 208 , 96,100 224 , 96,100
29 222 , 150,110 79, 109,78 224 ,156,112 234 ,157,112
30 227 ,182,115 78,129,82 223 , 184,124
31 108, 118,154 42,86,101 118 ,121,148
32 118 ,112,128 45, 79,86 128,115,127
33 136 ,131,161 50, 96,113 142 ,139,168
3 4 165. 172,197 59,124,134 167, 178,198
35 199,201,240 71,139,155 196 ,200,228
36 198 , 191,214 70, 135,143 196 ,196,212

Table 5.2 Average difference of the colours in the input or output 
image to reference colours, for Mondriaan image in figure 5.17-22.

D rJ D v
r—>

D u D r, D „ D h,0

set 1 98.2 41.2 46.7 7.42 6.22 4.17

set 2 84.7 35.2 37.4 10.0 7.69 8.06

set 3 56.9 50.5 87.6 8.03 7.88 5.56

setl = image under biased illumination 1 (36 colours), figure 5.17 and output image, figure 5.18. 

set2 = image under biased illumination 1(16 colours), figure 5.19, and output image, figure 5.20. 

set3 = image under biased illumination 2 (36 colours), figure 5.21, and output image, figure 5.22. 

D r . is the average difference, where r, g  and b  denote red, green and blue respectively; where i 

and o  denote input and output respectively.
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Table 5.3 Average difference in percentage, for Mondriaan image in 
figure 5.17-22. ________ ________ ________ ________ ________

P  r,i p „ P u P r o P1 g,o P b ,0

set 1 61.9 29.3 31.5 6.61 5.07 2.90

set 2 60.9 30.9 30.8 8.29 7.14 6.54

set 3 36.9 35.6 59.9 7.56 7.88 3.73

setl = image under biased illumination 1 (36 colours), figure 5.17 and output image, figure 5.18. 

set2 = image under biased illumination 1 (16 colours), figure 5.19, and output image, figure 5.20.

set3 = image under biased illumination 2 (36 colours), figure 5.21, and output image, figure 5.22.

P  •r>' is the average difference in percentage, where r, g  and b  denote red, green and blue 
respectively; where i and o  denote input and output respectively.

5.6 Experiment II

The experim ent II is designed to test how  well does the algorithm  transform  

the observed colour data into the dom ain o f  the ‘norm al’ colour space. I f  a 
set o f  colour patches is observed under different illum inants, their observed 

values are different. Since the aim  o f  algorithm  is to recover their colour 
values when the patches are observed under canonical illum inant, and it is 
considered the values in the dom ain o f  the ‘norm al’ colour space. The first 

part dem onstrates that the difference o f  objects’ colours observed under 
different illuminants. The second part is to exam ine the resulting images o f  
the object colours after the application o f  the algorithm ; all colours 

observed under another illum inants are m apped to the ‘norm al’ colour 
space, w hich consists o f  all the m em ory colours.

In the results o f  experim ent I, there is a difference in the colour values 
betw een the original M ondriaan image under the canonical illum inant and 
the transform ed image w hich was originally observed under an unknown 
illuminant. Since both im ages are captured under real lighting conditions, it 
is not possible to determ ine w hether the error is caused by the diagonal 
m atrix transform ation or the recovery algorithm. In experim ent II, the 
im ages are captured using a flat-bed scanner (the illum inant is a built-in 
fluorescent lamp; the sensor is charge coupled device w hich is sim ilar to 

those used video cam eras; 8 bits per channel) and the different lighting
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conditions are generated by changing the scale of each channel of the 
images. Therefore it is able to determine the reliability of the algorithm 
which is independent of the diagonal matrix transformation. As it has been 
mentioned in the section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, the transformation and recovery 
algorithm are related but separated issues.

Seven different cereal boxes are used for the test images. Most of the 
dominant colours (i.e. with large area) are presumed to be similar to the 
memory colours in the database. The algorithm uses two parameters for 
excluding unknown colours (see section 5.4.5). An unknown colour is 
defined as the colour that is not similar to any memory colour in the 
database. The complete or partial surface of the cereal boxes imaged under 
different illuminants are input to the algorithm and compared. The 
comparison procedure is based on two measures described in section 5.6.1. 
The difference between eqn. 5.23 and eqn 5.25 is that the later is 
calculating the difference between each corresponding pixel. Finally seven 
sets of input and output images and the corresponding measurements are 
shown in section 5.7.2.

5.6.1 Measurements

Two measurements are used to measure the difference between the two 
resulting images. The first one is the average difference between the two 
images. The second one is the standard deviation of their differences. These 
measurements are used to interpret the quantitative differences between the 
output images (figures 5.23-9(b) against 5.23-9(d) respectively) of the 
process and the data are shown in table 5.4.

D r  D g and D b are the average differences between the two output

images, i indicates the corresponding pixel in both output images.
Subscript r, g and b represent red, green and blue plane respectively.
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n

n
n

n
n

n J
ST, Sg and s h are the standard deviations (s.d) of differences between the 

two output images.

The first part of the procedure captures the images of the cereal boxes under 
an unknown illuminant (by manually changing the coefficient of each 
channel) and these are shown in figures 5.23-29(a). Figures 5.23-29(c) 
show selected regions of the cereal boxes imaged under another unknown 
illuminant (generated by manually changing the coefficient of each 
channel). It has been shown in experiment I of section 5.5 that if the same 
set of colour patches are captured under two different illuminants and the 
colour constancy algorithm is applied to the images, the computed colour 
descriptors are very similar. The experiment also investigates the operation 
of the algorithm if only part of the surfaces is visible. In this experiment,
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occlusion is simply achieved by truncating half the image and at the same 
time trying to preserve the appearance of dominant colours.

Figures 5.23-29(b) and 5.23-29(d) show the resulting images after the 
constancy algorithm has been applied to images shown in figures 5.23- 
29(a) and 5.23-29(c) respectively. Results shown:

1. The ratios of known colour q  (see eqn.5.21 in section 5.4.5) for figure

5.23-29(a) are less than one. It indicates that the number of known 
colours is greater than unknown colours. The results confirm those of 
the synthetic images, with the proviso that the colour content of the 
scene must exhibit some similarities to those found in the colour 
database (see section 5.6).

2. Each pair of the resulting images is visually similar to the selected 
region (white boundary seen in figure5.23-29(c)). Table 5.4 shows the 
quantatitive differences between each pair of images. In comparing 
these pairs of images, the overall average difference in red, green and 
blue channels are about 5 (sd = 5), 7 (sd = 6) and 6 (sd = 7) grey-levels 
respectively. This experiment demonstrates the difference in the 
resulting images is independent of the use of diagonal matrix (because 
the change of illuminant is achieved by changing of the coefficient of 
each colour channel, see section 5.6). It provides a quantatitive 
difference in colour values when two different images of the same 
cereal box are mapped to the ‘normal’ colour space.
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Figure 5.23-29 are Coco-pops, Corn-flakes, Corn-pops, Frosties, Rice- 
krispies, Ricicles and Crunchy-nut respectively.
In each set, (a) The image observed under the first unknown 
illuminant, and (c) is the resulting image, (b) The selected part of the 
image observed under the second illuminant and (d) is the result image.

Figure 5.23a Figure 5.23b Figure 5.23c Figure 5.23d

Figure 5.24a Figure 5.24b Figure 5.24c Figure 5.24d

Figure 5.25a Figure 5.25b Figure 5.25c Figure 5.25d
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Figure 5.26b Figure 5.26c Figure 5.26dFigure 5.26a

Figure 5.27dFigure 5.27a Figure 5.27b

Figure 5.28a Figure 5.28b Figure 5.28c Figure 5.28d
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Figure 5.29a Figure 5.29b Figure 5.29c Figure 5.29d

Table 5.4 Mean and standard deviation of grey-level difference on six 
sets of test images, see figure 5.23-29. ________ ________ ________
set Dr A Db sb
1 7.12 6.63 3.51 6.11 5.87 6.63
2 3.94 5.35 6.05 4.07 3.86 7.87
3 2.52 13.02 7.08 3.94 7.44 8.20
4 7.42 9.12 6.84 6.89 6.73 6.12
5 4.03 3.90 4.07 4.52 4.47 4.29
6 5.27 3.97 9.07 5.81 5.44 9.12
7 3.61 7.62 4.72 3.96 8.60 7.48
l=Coco-pops, 2=Corn-flakes, 3=Corn-pop, 4=Frosties, 5=Rice-Krispies, 6=Ricicles, 

7=Crunchy-nut.

5.7 Discussion

The use of a colour constancy algorithm for object localisation and 
identification has been emphasised recently. Swain [Swa90] has mentioned 
that if the objects are illuminated under different lighting conditions, a 
colour constancy operation should be performed before histogram 
intersection to improve the overall performance of identification process. 
Matas, Marik and Kittler [MMK95] assumed that their input images are 
processed by a colour constancy algorithm before the building of the object 
representation and matching against the models. The colour constancy
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algorithm proposed in this chapter has been demonstrated to perform well 
in computing the constant colour descriptor for surface. Although it is 
limited to performing under the assumptions of the Mondriaan world, 
where every object is flat and its surface property is Lambertian, it provides 
the starting point for the algorithm to be evolved for real open world 
images. With the use of the proposed colour constancy algorithm [HE95] as 
a pre-processing step for the colour histogram correlation [WE95], it has 
shown that a significant improvement on performance of matching 
observed objects' colour colours and models' colours can be achieved. The 
possible explanation for the improvement is that the objects are viewed 
from a far distance, the specularity on the object surface and other physical 
effects are reduced (low resolution and the average effect). Therefore the 
scenes are close to the Mondriaan world assumptions and the algorithm 
becomes applicable.

5.8 Conclusion

It has been shown that a form of memory colour is used in some existing 
algorithms and the new algorithm presented here forms an important part in 
computing constant colour descriptors.

A simplified algorithm for colour constancy is proposed based on a 
diagonal matrix transformation. The transformation is determined by 
comparing the colours in the unknown image with those in a pre-
determined database. A minimum error criterion is used to select the ‘best’ 
mapping of the unknown colour set into the database colour set, and 
provides a mechanism for transforming the unknown colour set into a 
‘normalised’ colour set, according to the database. The results indicate that 
the algorithm seems to give a low error in the matching process.

On the testing the reliability of the colour constancy algorithm, it is 
necessary to use artificially generated lighting in order to evaluate the 
inaccuracies of the result, which is independent of the approximation of the 
diagonal matrix transformation.
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Other issues have been found in the implementation of the overall colour 
constancy process. There are several problems associated with generating 
reliable transformations related to the dynamic range of the colour in 
different parts of the image, and to the quality of the colour information 
under low illumination lighting conditions (which may result a quantisation 
error).

The results shown in this chapter reinforce the belief of Hering, "All objects 
that are known to us from experience, or that we regard as familiar by their 
colour, we see through the spectacles o f memory colour."
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6.1 Conclusion

The work reported in this thesis is concerned with the use of colour 
in different modules of a machine vision system. The modules 
outlined in chapter 1 were colour edge detection, colour 
segmentation, colour constancy and the colour database. Since there 
is no general architecture for a vision system and the general vision 
task is not defined, these modules can be used to provide some of the 
building blocks for a goal specific vision system. Extracting 
geometrical features of objects from a colour image using colour 
edge detection and segmentation of colour space have been studied. 
Extracting surface features of an object from a colour image by 
segmentation of colour space and the process of estimating the 
colour description of object’s surface, have also been studied. The 
issues addressed include the use of colour in edge detection, signal- 
based and model-based segmentation of colour space, colour 
constancy and colour information representation. From these studies, 
the relationships between colour information and colour constancy 
are established. Thus a new representation of colour information is 
proposed for surface or object recognition. This can be employed for 
both colour space segmentation and colour constancy. The summary 
for each issue and their relations are presented in following sections 
6.1.1-4.

6.1.1 Colour Information Representation

Colour information exploited at both low and high levels of image 
processing is described in chapter 2. The early work on the use of 
colour in low level vision has been concentrated on finding a set of 
colour features that are suitable for segmentation. The suitability set 
is based on the one which is the least correlated and has the lowest 
number of attributes.

In the review of previous research, it is found that there are two 
essential and common features in colour information representation
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for surface colour in object or surface recognition systems: the 
algorithmic and descriptive features.

A colour database for surface colours is proposed with a structure 
based on a lookup table. It is termed the Colour Information LookUp 
Table (CILUT). This lookup table (CILUT) accommodates memory 
colours, which represents surface colour information. Memory colour 
consists of two features: one is the algorithmic or operational, and is 
used for the evaluation of similarities between colour from the image 
and model; the other is descriptive, and forms the colour attributes.

A colour database is employed in chapter 4 and 5. Since no 
comparison can be made with other databases of this type on 
efficiency, only some general comments can be drawn. Retrieving 
data using direct addressing (i.e. a lookup table) is very efficient. 
Adding or deleting memory colours may require a complete scan of 
the entire lookup table because the lookup table locations associated 
with the input memory colour can be widespread. The 
implementation of the lookup table requires a large memory, for 
example, a typical 24 bit addressable memory is needed for colour 
using three attributes of 8 bits each.

6.1.2 Use Of Colour In Edge Detection

Colour edges are perceived to be visually better than grey level 
edges, as advocated by some previous work [Nev77, Nov87]. One 
possible explanation is that the majority of edgels which support the 
geometry of the objects have positive or zero values in 8. Unwanted 
edgels caused by noise or other physical effects have negative values 
in 8 , where 8 is the difference between strength of colour and grey 
level edgel and if 8 is positive, it means the colour edge is greater. A 
mathematical and statistical comparison of colour and grey-level 
edge detectors based on this definition found that edges are detected 
equally well with the use of colour and grey level images. On the 
mathematical approach, there are two situations where the edge can
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be found, one is at the boundary between two regions and the other is 
the junction of three or more regions. In both situations, in general, 
8 is not always positive. In the statistical analysis, an average 8 
measure for an image is applied to a range of real images and 
recorded. It indicates that in general, the average 8 of the detected 
edgels is not positive. Finally, a manual segmentation of edgels was 
applied, and two groups of edgels were formed; one is considered as 
the genuine edge (which supports the geometry of the object), the 
other is the noisy edge. A set of statistical measures was applied to 
both groups in a range of images, and was found that the average 8 
are very similar, except where the variances are different and the 
variances for the noisy edges are higher.

From the observation of the colour edge detector outputs, it was 
found that the edgels detected from three colour planes are highly 
correlated at a pixel or within a local neighbourhood, but the edgels 
caused by the specularity, roughness of the surfaces and the other 
noise effects are weakly correlated. A new method of combining 
edgels from three colour planes is proposed and named the 
corrobration function. It is based on exploiting the correlation of the 
colour edges. Two criteria are made for selecting edgels in the 
corroboration function. First, the presence of an edgel at a particular 
location in one plane can be corroborated by a consistent registration 
at the same or close-by location in the other planes. Second, they 
should have the same gradient orientation (or be in the opposite 
direction). The corroboration function was applied on synthetic and 
real images. There was an evaluation of the performance based on 
measuring the signal-to-noise ratio of the output edgels. The signal 
part is considered as the set of edgels which supports the geometry 
of the objects, and the noise part is the complement of the signal 
part. From the results shown in tables 3.2 and 3.3, the corroboration 
function applied to real images produces a much less dramatic 
reduction in the number of detected noisy edgels, in comparison with 
its performance on the synthetic images. Two reasons can be 
identified to justify the poorer performance of the corroboration in 
this case: first, the colour images were digitised using a conventional
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single CCD camcorder, for which the spatial localisation of the red, 
green and blue pixels are non-coincident; second, the edge detection 
produces a slightly different localisation for each colour band. One 
possible solution is that the corroboration function must search its 
local neighourhood for appropriate edges before the constraints can 
be applied to the gradient orientations.

6.1.3 Segmentation Of Colour Space

Partitioning an image into two or more homogenous regions based on 
the segmentation of colour space was studied. Two approaches for 
segmenting colour space have been considered: one is signal-based, 
where the colours are considered as a set of random data, the other 
one is model-based, where the image is considered as a subset of 
colours from the modelled colours in the colour database.

A merging algorithm based on mode (peak) finding has been used by 
a number of researchers and good results have been shown in their 
experiments. The algorithm requires no parameters, such as the 
number of clusters, number of iterations etc. Also it is able to adapt 
to different shapes of cluster. However the remaining problem is the 
determination of an appropriate cell size of the histogram. With the 
use of the Peano scan encoding as a pre-processing step, it is 
possible to adjust the cell size with respect to the distribution of the 
histogram, and the result shows that most of the significant clusters 
are found in the histogram. Moreover, the technique can be applied 
to other feature spaces, for example, texture, but it would require an 
appropriate representation for the texture of a region.

Segmentation based on classifying pixel colours into different 
classes is more effective because no pre-processing is required. It is 
simply a direct mapping between the pixel values and the classes 
through the Colour Information Lookup Table (CILUT, see section
2.6 in chapter 2). The objects should be viewed under the same 
conditions the model is generated. It should not contain any shading
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or specular highlights, because in general this changes the 
appearance of an object and will result in different colour values. It 
is necessary to capture the test images and model the object surfaces 
under the same lighting conditions (same colour temperature of 
illumination), because the image colour is dependent on the light 
impinging on the surface and its reflectance. More details on how to 
achieve constant image colour under different lighting conditions are 
described in chapter 5. Despite the constraints of this approach, it is 
appropriate for object inspection in a manufacturing plant where the 
viewing and lighting conditions can be controlled. The beauty of the 
algorithm is its efficiency. The classifier is only applied to the pixel 
and such a process can be run in parallel. Also, the classifier and 
Colour Lookup Table are simple to construct.

6.1.4 Colour Constancy

The philosophy of the approach in this thesis and the other attempts 
at colour constancy that are described in section 5.3, are found to be 
cognate with the belief of Hering, "All objects that are known to us 
from experience, or that we regard as familiar by their colour, we 
see through the spectacles o f memory colour". Chapter 5, illustrated 
the use of memory colour in different algorthms, and the mechanics 
of the algorithms are to drive the observed colours close to the 
memory colours (or reference colours). It showed that memory 
colour plays an important role in evaluating the colour description of 
surfaces, because the calculated values of colour descriptors are 
related to memory colours.

A simplified algorithm for colour constancy is proposed, based on a 
diagonal matrix transformation. The transformation is determined by 
comparing the colours in the unknown image with those in a pre-
determined database. A minimum error criterion is used to select the 
‘best’ mapping of the unknown colour set into the database colour 
set, and provides a mechanism for transforming the unknown colour 
set into a ‘normalised’ colour set, according to the database. The
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results indicate that the algorithm seems to give a low error in the 
matching process. Although the lighting conditions were restricted in 
the experiment, this memory colour approach may provide a 
foundation for building a more sophisocated algorithm (see section 
6.2). When the testing the reliability of the colour constancy 
algorithm, it was necessary to use artificially generated lighting in 
order to evaluate the inaccurcies of the result which is independent 
of the approximation of the diagonal matrix transformation.

Other issues have been found in the implementation of the overall 
colour constancy process. There are several problems associated with 
generating reliable transformations related to the dynamic range of 
the colours in different parts of the image, and to the quality of the 
colour information under low illumination lighting conditions (which 
may result in quantisation error).

The results shown in this chapter reinforce the belief of Hering, "All 
objects that are known to us from experience, or that we regard as 
familiar by their colour, we see through the spectacles o f memory 
colour."

6.2 Further Work

Extracting a reliable measure of gradient orientation requires a high 
signal-to-noise ratio, and hence a Gaussian smoothing function with 
a large standard deviation is used; however, there is a trade-off 
between the amount of smoothing and good localisation of the edge 
[Can86]. A possible solution for improving the robustness of the 
corroboration function is to choose other parameters which can be 
applied to resolve the ambiguities in edge selection. An extension 
based on the hysteresis thresholding originally used by Canny can be 
adapted to preserve edge continuity based on preserving those edges 
with minimum deviation of gradient orientations.
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On colour constancy, the memory colour approach may provide a 
foundation for building a more sophisticated algorithm which can 
perform robustly under more relaxed lighting conditions. The 
algorithm should cope with a set of less restricted lighting. One 
possible suggestion is to modify the contents of the colour database 
to deal with the relaxed conditions, such that specularity or shading 
of the objects is allowed. The modification of the colour database is 
required to include the specular highlights and the shaded parts of a 
surface in the memory colour representation.

Finally the colour constancy algorithm is found useful in an object 
recognition system, one of example can be seen in the work of Ellis 
& Walcott [WE95] on localisation of colour objects. Their method is 
based on using colour histogram correlation and my algorithm has 
been performed as a pre-processing step. Another suggestion is that 
the algorithm can be applied to other object recognition systems that 
require colour constancy, in order to cope with the varied lighting 
conditions.
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